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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate two
Norwegian-American debating societies:

the Forward Debate

Society, founded in 1889, and the Wig Debate Society,
founded in 1890.

Both societies were in Minnesota.

The

study included a brief history of the self-improvement
movement that eventually paved the way for immigrant debate
societies, and an analysis of each society using three cri
teria:

the categories of the topics debated, the annual

pattern in which the debates occurred, and the type of
propositions that were debated.
These immigrant debate societies provided an atmo
sphere conducive to learning and helped to ease the assimi
lation process.

Through debate, the members were able to

question various issues and ultimately become civically
responsible citizens.

• • •

Vl.J.J.

CHAPTER I
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
Though immigration from Norway to America began in
1825,
there [were] no reliable statistics on the number
that emigrated . . . in the decades following
1836.

For a time after 1836 a few hundred per

sons left each year.
jumped to 1,600.

Then in 1893 the number

Even though [that] remained the

peak for some time, the number did not again sink
below a thousand until after 1930 (Semmingsen,
p. 32) .
Norway's population doubled between 1815 and 1865 thus caus
ing over-population in Norway with disastrous results.

With

little arable land, Norway was unable to provide food for
all of her people (Blegen, p. 22).

This lack of food was

such a problem that there were reports of bread being made
from treebark (Semmingsen, pp. 104, 108-110).

In addition

to the problems of lack of food and little arable land, Nor
wegian society experienced such rapid changes as a pietistic
movement which was inspired by Hans Nielsen Hauge and a
movement of national romanticism.

These two movements in

troduced new ideas and contributed to the creation of an
1

2
increasingly assertive and nationalistic peasant class
This peasant class developed a strong dis

(Falnes, p. 43).

trust of the Danish language and customs and because of the
distrust [which arose as a result of 400 years of Danish
rule over Norway (Munch, pp. 41-46)], the Norwegians con
centrated on perpetuating rural life and culture unique to
Norway (Falnes, p. 70).
Facing so many problems, many Norwegians believed that
by emigrating they could maintain their rural way of life
in the United States' abundant arable land without experi
encing the over-population and socio-economic problems that
they had been experiencing in Norway (Qualey, p. 221).

In

Minnesota, Norwegians took land in rural areas where they
were able to maintain their traditions and life patterns
which they had established in Norway and which provided some
continuity with the homeland (Qualey, p. 221).
The strong bond with the land and nature that was part
of the Norwegian tradition is portrayed in Rolvaag's Giants
In The Earth.

In the following scene, Rolvaag described Per

Hansa's actions the first time he sowed wheat on his land
in Dakota Territory:
On the 14th of April, the Sommersmaal day of his
old fatherland, Per Hansa began seeding wheat
•

•

•

•

He filled the seed bag, hung it over his

shoulder, and was ready . . . .

Per Hansa thrust

his hands into the bag and his fingers closed on

3

the grain.

He felt profoundly that the greatest

moment of his life had come.

Now he was about to

sow wheat on his own ground! (Rolvaag, pp. 289290).
Blegen gives an example of how the Norwegian immigrants,
once in the United States, adapted to their new environment:
A remarkable aspect of the tendency of the Nor
wegian immigrants to flock together was that it
was not enough for them to seek out fellow Nor
wegians . . . .

They went further and associated

themselves with people who had come from the very
same [Norwegian] valley (Blegen, p. 57).
Many early Norwegian immigrants settled initially in a Nor
wegian ghetto in New York City and then eventually moved
westward with the majority settling in the North Central
United States.

Immigrants would also bring with them Nor

wegian place names to their new country and would sometimes
name even their township after their homeland.
Norwegians were "one of the most prominent ethnic
groups in Minnesota" (Holmquist, p. 2).

The first permanent

Norwegian colonies were begun by 1865 in southeastern Minne
sota by groups of settlers.

Goodhue County, one of the

first areas settled, had a considerable migration in 1870
when all arable land in the county had been settled.

The

Red River Valley, the last agricultural area of Minnesota
to be settled by Norwegians, "began being settled in the

4
1870' s"

(Qualey, p. 228).

Some Norwegian immigrants, especially farmers, would
also purchase tickets for passage from Norway to America
for families and friends and then have those people work
for the purchaser to cover the ticket price ("A Subscriber
in Beaver Creek Writes").

This was one way that Norwegians

traveled to America when they often could not otherwise, and
it was also "one way for the far1rter to get cheap labor."
The indebted individual would usually work for one full
year after arrival in America.
Upon arrival into the United States, the immigrants
were faced with acculturating themselves with a new lan
guage, customs, social rules, and climate.

One way the

immigrants were acculturated was through the establishment
•

of emigrant houses.

A Scandinavian Emigrant House was es

tablished in Minneapolis in 1871 ("Scandinavian Emigrant
House").

This house provided food and shelter for the des

titute at the expense of the Scandinavian Emigration Society.
Popular forms of aiding the immigrant in the accultur
ation process were through the establishment of literary and
debate societies, Lyceums, and the Chautauqua.

These dif

ferent organizations began for a number of reasons, but all
shared one common goal, to provide intellectual stimulation.
Debate societies in the mid to late nineteenth century
were not uncommon among both original settlers and immi
grants.

Several Norwegian immigrants played a role in the

acculturation process and since Norway lost so many people
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to American immigration, these Norwegian-American immigrants
have made a substantial contribution to the United States.
Minnesota was one of the states to receive a large number
of Norwegian-American immigrants, and because Minnesota had
such a large role in being a host to the immigrants, it is
important to look specifically at what services and soci
eties were established for and by the immigrant in this
state.
Minnesota had some Norwegian-American townships that
established their own debate societies.

Two important

Norwegian-American population centers in Minnesota were in
Goodhue County, which is located in the southeastern part
of the state, and Polk County, which is located in the
northwestern corner of the state.

Both Goodhue and Polk

Counties had very fertile soil, were excellent places for
farming, and because of these features attracted many
Norwegian-American immigrants.

Goodhue County was one of

the first counties to be settled by Norwegian-American immi
grants, and Polk County was one of the last.

Both counties

had townships that established debating societies at about
the same time.

The Forward Debate Society of Goodhue County

was established in 1889, and the Wig Debate Society of Polk
County was established in 1890.

The societies were similar

in many ways and yet they were quite different too.
It is important to examine the similarities and dif
ferences of these two societies so a clearer understanding
of what the concerns of the Norwegian-American immigrant

6

were.

This thesis will examine two Norwegian-American De

the Forward Debate Societyl, and the Wig

bating Societies:
Debate Society 2 .

Literary and Debate Societies
''The first literary and debate society [in America]
appeared to be the Spy Club of Harvard" which was estab
lished in 172 2 .

Thirty-one years later, in 1753, a literary

and debate society was founded at Yale (Potter, p.

2 39).

Princeton, Columbia, Rutgers, and Dartmouth were quick to
establish literary and debate societies in the second half
of the eighteenth century (Potter, p. 240).

The societies

began to be established across the country.
It was not until the nineteenth century that academic
literary and debate societies were established in the West
(Potter, p.

2 41).

On several campuses, the students were

instrumental in establishing and supporting the literary
and debate societies.

"The literary and debate societies

assumed a powerful place in educational institutions"
(Brigance, p. 199).
There were two basic types of societies; a literary
society or a literary and debate society.

The literary so

cieties featured "companionship as well as student directed
opportunities for parliamentary practice, oratory, declamation,
lThe members of the Forward Debate Society spoke in
Norwegian on most all occasions.
2 The

members
of
the
Wig
Debate
Society
spoke
in
Nor•
wegian on most all occasions.
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debate, literary efforts, dramatic 'productions' and read
ing material" (Potter, p. 238).

Literary and debate soci

eties usually directed their attention exclusively to
debate, though the differences were not clear.

Both col

lege literary and debate societies provided frequent oppor
tunities for students to participate in speech activities,
encouraged a systematic attempt to criticize the perform
ances constructively, and "each society established and
maintained a library for the use of its members" (Brigance,
p. 199).

All of these features were relatively free from

faculty censorship.
The topics that were debated in each society varied.
Few societies censored religious and political topics be
cause of their controversial nature.

In general, when

societies limited the areas of debate, the limitations were
confined to the commonly accepted areas of philosophy, pol
itics, and literature (Potter, p. 249).
Until the instigation of literary and debate societies,
the major, or in many instances, the only approved method
of conducting debate in American colleges was by "Latin
syllogistic disputations."

The form of debate practiced

was strictly governed by rules which were tests of logic.
The debate rules were used both as a teaching and testing
tool, and for academic exhibit.

First a question of fact

was selected and then a respondent was appointed to defend
the side of the question.

The remaining students in the

class were to be opponents of the respondent's position,
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therefore they had the duty of raising logical objections
to the question (Potter, p. 243).
delivered in Latin.

The entire procedure was

The three main purposes of this exer

cise were to develop a conunand of Latin, practice logical
analysis, and develop public speaking skills.

"Debate soci-

eties developed out of this rigid system" (Potter, p. 243).
Student debate societies quickly adopted types of
debate that were more flexible and more suitable to the
college scene than Latin syllogistics (Potter, p. 243).
Unlike intercollegiate debates of today, the early literary
and debate society members debated among themselves.

It

was not until one hundred and seventy years after the first
collegiate debate society was found, January 14, 1892, when
Harvard met Yale, that the first debate between two soci
eties was held (Cowperthwaite and Baird, p. 259).

The con

cept of the members of two societies debating one another
swept across the country so swiftly that midwestern college
debate societies had intercollegiate debate by 1894.

Among

the topics debated then was "Resolved, that United States
Senators should be elected by direct vote of the people"
(Second Annual Debate).

This topic is as timely and practi

cal today as it was in 1894.
Literary and debate societies were not only sponsored
by colleges or universities, but were established by em
ployers or churches.

However many debate societies were

organized by neighbors and friends.

Five years after the

founding of the Harvard Spy Club in 1722, Benjamin Franklin

•

•
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founded the Junto club in 1727, dedicated to the improvement
of its members through weekly debate (Oliver, p. 41).

Soon

after the establishment of the Junto club, Andrew Johnson
formed a debating society and involved the employees "in
his tailor shop" (Morris, p. 683) in the society.

The de

bating society served to educate Johnson 's workers.

Johnson

found that the "best means of self-education was the debat
ing society" (Oliver, p. 326).

The societies were to

William H. Seward, Secretary of State in the Lincoln Admin
istration, "the most important part of the educational sys
tem" (Seward, p. 25).
Private literary and debate societies served as an
organization for immigrants to ease the assimilation pro
cess from the old world to the new (Hustvedt, pp. 7, 105).
The societies fulfilled some of the needs of the people by
providing debates and discussions that stimulated their
minds.

These "societies met sometimes at the local school

house, church, or general store" (Wahlgren, 17 Aug. 1982).
With the influence of the literary and debate soci
eties, the social climate was conducive to Josiah Hol
brook's new society.
Lyceums
Josiah Holbrook, the "Father of the American Lyceum,"
established his first lyceum in 1826 in Millbury, Massachu
setts (Weaver, p. 10).

From that date forward, ''The lyceum

was one of the most comprehensive and far reaching movements
in America" (Weaver, p. 10).

The American lyceum "had at
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least 100 organizations two years after" (Oliver, p. 459)
its inception.

The lyceum was "an institution through

which lectures, dramatic performances, and debates were
presented to a community" (Bode, p. X).

Holbrook's mani

festo of the American lyceum explains its two objectives:
To procure for youths an economical and practical
education and to diffuse rational and useful in
formation through the community and also to apply
the sciences and the various branches of educa
tion to the domestic and useful arts and to all
the conunon purposes of life {Holbrook, pp. 594595)
Holbrook's original intent with the American Lyceum was to
first educate young men and then educate the rest of the
people.

"The emphasis in the lyceum movement took root as

practical instruction for young clerks and apprentices''
{Bode, p. 12), but the lyceum gradually became general in
struction for an entire town.
Having proposed to whom the lectures were directed and
the subject to be taught, Holbrook also explained how the
lectures were to be taught.

The organization and delivery

of lectures during the winter time was the first facet of
the lyceum to be addressed.

Dues of one dollar per year

per person would cover the lecturer's fee and miscellaneous
expenses.

Holbrook recommended that the society also pur

chase books, magazines, and equipment to clarify the
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concepts taught in the lectures.

Holbrook's recommendation
•

for establishing the American lyceum was to have the society nominate five curators who would be in charge of main
taining all equipment and choosing the lecturers (Bode,
pp. 12-13).

The American lyceum was designed to bring

about eleven changes:
Improve conversation, provide amusement, save
expense, establish new libraries, provide a sem
inary for teachers, benefit academies, raise the
quality of local schools, develop town histor
ies, develop town maps, explore the area agri
culturally and geographically and collect
deposited minerals in the area (Bode, pp. 23-26).
The first lecture of the lyceum series ''was usually
persuasive--and it explained the many advantages of the
lyceum" (Bode, p. 21).

Even though a persuasive style was

used in the first of the yearly lecture series, "politics
had a persuasive influence in preparing a climate in which
the lyceum could prosper, but this influence was consis
tently indirect" (Bode, p. 27).

In some instances religion

and politics were barred from the lyceum because of their
controversial nature.

"The currents of political contro-

versy were diverted . . . from the lyceums to the debating
societies.

Debating societies were the most popular place

in the eyes of young men interested in political argument"
(Bode, p. 27).

As the lyceum program developed, a demand
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for broadened programs came from the audience.

''Lectures

on travel, biography, foreign affairs, and the art of liv
ing" became part of the new lyceum program (Bode, p. 30).
The lyceum movement developed in a progressive pat
"Almost as quickly as the movement commenced in the

tern.

The

East, . . . [it began to] decline'' (Oliver, p. 460).

main reason seems to be that each lyceum had to be organ
ized by volunteers.

"In the [eighteen] fifties the lyceum

movement started in the midwest" (Oliver, p. 460).

In

order for the lyceum movement to develop in the Midwest,
like it had in the East, communities had to have been estab
lished.

Because of "social, economic and even political

[factors] . . . the lyceum normally followed at a distance
[to allow for] the clearing of land and establishment of
communities, though there were occasional frontier lyceums"
(Bode, p. 89).

"When the lyceum made its first tentative

crossing over the Mississippi to enter Iowa, it did so
through eastern migrants'' (Bode, p. 98).

These migrants

brought with them their valued institutions.

Once the

Mississippi was crossed it was only a matter of time before
lyceums were developed.
The lyceum movement started with "high educational and
religious ideals but succumbed to the temptation of finan
cial success through popularization" {Oliver, p. 437).
Mayor James B. Pond was the archetype of the successful
salesman and it was through his skills that the motivation
pattern of the lyceum lectures changed.

"It was Mayor Pond
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who converted the lecture business wholly and frankly to
the aim of making money for the lectures and for himself
as the manager" (Oliver, p. 467).

This moneymaking moti

vation ''introduced a new criterion for the selection of
speakers."

The fundamental question was no longer whether

they could speak effectively while delivering a message
that was worthwhile; "the basic question became:
public pay to hear them?" (Oliver, p. 467).

Will the

The lyceum move

ment professed high moral and educational aims, even though
it catered without shame to popular taste.
With literary and debate societies and lyceums form
ing, the need for a place to meet was created, and the opera
house sometimes proved to be that meeting place.

The name

"opera house" was usually a misnomer, it was not a fancy
building but instead a simple hall or room that often served
as the town's intellectual center.

Atherton explains in his

book Main Street On the Middle Border that the building was
sometimes used to house the lyceum.

"For half a century the

opera house symbolized the varied programs, both intellec
tual and amusing which pleased the midwesterners" (Atherton,
p. 143).

Most entertainment was a combination of ambitious

professionals and culturally inspired local citizens.

By

1860 opera houses were being built all over the prairie.
St. Paul was the site of a Scandinavian opera house.

"A

large number of our Scandinavian citizens attended at the
Opera House last night, an amateur theatrical entertainment
given by the Norden Society" (The Opera House).
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In a country populated with diverse ethnic backgrounds,
the literary and debate societies and the lyceum provided
an atmosphere conducive to self-improvement.

The Chautau

qua provided another avenue for social and cultural expression.
Chautauqua
On August 4, 1874, a new era in American lecturing
commenced when John H. Vincent, a Methodist minister and
educator, and Lewis Miller, "a prosperous Akron, [Ohio]
manufacturer whose avocation was Sunday School work" (Gould,
p. 4), founded the Chautauqua program at Fair Point, New
York, on Lake ·Chautauqua.

Vincent and Miller "converted a

Sunday summer study course into the Sunday School Institu
tion and Open Air Camp Meeting, in which lectures on di
verse topics were given on Lake Chautauqua" (Oliver, p. 462).
Originally the purpose of the Chautauqua was to "educate
prospective Methodist Sunday School teachers" (Gould,
p. vii).

However, the Chautauqua rapidly expanded its

course offerings and its popular appeal until it reached
into thousands of culture-starved communities.

The Chau

tauqua movement was not a single coherent plan directed by
one man or a group of men, but a response to an unspoken
demand and a sensitive alertness to the cravings of mil
lions of people for '' something better."

In addition to

instructional classes, Dr. Vincent included an elaborate
recreational program.

Vincent's goal in life, "for himself

and for all who would learn from him, was right understanding
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of Christianity and of everything pertaining to it" (Gould,
p. 6).

With this in mind, Vincent wanted to secure a

celebrity for the 1875 Chautauqua Assembly to insure inter
est in the second session.

Ulysses S. Grant was chosen,

and "Grant's visit gave Chautauqua excellent nationwide
publicity" (Gould, p. 7).

The years of 1876 and 1877 were

years of steady development, at the Chautauqua in New York,
with enrollment more than doubling each year.
Vincent wanted to start a study group that would be a
four-year program of guided reading.

This group would be

called "the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle
(C.L.S.C.)" (Gould, p . 8).

This reading program helped to

fulfill the need of Americans to better themselves.

"In an

incredibly short period of time, nearly every community of
any size in the United States had at least one person fol
lowing the Chautauqua reading program as a member of the
C.L.S.C." (Gould, p. 9).

The Chautauquan, a monthly maga

zine, was established for C.L.S.C. members in 1880 and
within a short time, "it had a circulation rivaling the most
popular magazines of the day" (Gould, pp. 9, 10).
It was natural that interested persons who lived at
some distance from the original Chautauqua Assembly should
consider banding together to create something like it in a
closer, more accessible region than Fair Point, New York.
Assemblies, sometimes called "little Chautauquas," began
to spring up all over the Midwest.

These "little Chautau

quas" varied widely in size, program, and denomination, but

I
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they had certain basic features in common; "healthy fun,
wholesome recreation, religious reverence, good taste, and
honest inquiry" were qualities associated with the word
"Chautauqua" (Gould, p. 10).

Although the reputation for

quality, respectability, and integrity that the original
Chautauqua earned was automatically inherited, the original
Chautauqua of Fair Point, New York, was not associated with
the ''little Chautauquas'' (Gould, p. 10).

"By 1890, the

number of 'independents,' as they were also called, ap
proached two hundred" (Gould, p. 10).

When possible, the

"little Chautauquas" would be held near water and a grove
of trees.

The "little Chautauguas" program was a tightly

scheduled, busy five days.

The "little Chautauqua" includ

ed correspondence or extension studies.

Many of the teach

ers of the "independents" were often vacationing faculty
members of colleges and universities.
With the settling of the American frontier, "the Chau
tauqua movement offered the discouraged settlers of the new
West a link with the heritage they felt they had lost.

The

books and ·lessons widened the narrow circle of their lives,"
and the correspondents ought to find in their studies a
set of unchanging principles that could guide them through
their hardships (Gould, p. 11).
At a time when the disillusioned settlers of the new
Western lands were convinced that they were "at best the
step children of the Republic, the idea that had begun so
modestly at Chautauqua in 1874 grew into a grass-roots
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movement which was to give hope and dignity to the frus
trated . . . thousands" (Gould, p. 12).

Chautauqua guided

and stimulated many in their desire to know, and encouraged
them to build for themselves forums for the discussion of
subjects of vital interest and for the introduction of
stimulating new ideas.

The Chautauqua movement pioneered

in correspondence courses, lecture-study groups, and read
ing circles in the United States, and "filled a vast need
for adult education opportunities, predominantly in the
rural regions of America" (Gould, p. viii).

Fredrick Lewis

Allen declared the Chautauqua as "The Great Change" {Gould,
p.

ix) .

Like the lyceum, the "Chautauqua movement started with
high educational and religious ideals but yielded to the
temptation of financial success through increasing popu
larization" {Oliver, p. 437), and the Chautauqua systems
always credited [their] programs as being morally uplifting,
educational, and possibly reformatory.

As it was with the

lyceum movement, "Mayor Pond, as the manager, converted the
lecture business associated with the Chautauqua to the aim
of making money for himself" (Oliver, p. 467).

"With this

aim, a new criterion for the selection of speakers was
used:

'Will the public pay to hear them?'" (Oliver, p. 467).
The Chautauqua dealt with the lecturing business in a

different way and to serve different ends.

The Chautauqua

moved from the cities out into rural districts, presented
its programs in tents, traveled during the summer months,
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and reached its largest audience among the poor and the
poorly educated.

The Chautauqua movements professed high

moral and educational aims but catered toward popular taste
(Oliver, p. 472).
With the foundation of literary and debate societies,
lyceums, and the Chautauqua, the necessary background to
develop successful immigrant debate societies was provided.
Carlton C. Qualey, a prominent scholar in Norwegian-American
history who is now associated with the Minnesota Historical
society in St. Paul, commented that he believed the "Nor
wegian immigrants had a compulsion for success and they
liked organizations that got them in with the business com
munity" (Qualey, 4 Feb. 1983).

They could work toward attain

ing success through participating in debate organizations.
Minnesota had a large number of people involved in
literary and debate societies and also lyceums.

There are

several reasons why a large number of people were involved
in literary and debate societies.
Minnesota had a favorable climate in many of its vil
lages for the development of the lyceum for four specific
reasons:

"(1) education was highly supported, (2) as of

1860, one out of seven people attended school in Minnesota,
(3) there was a low number of illiterates, and (4) Minne
sota produced many newspapers" (Bode, p. 178).

In St. Paul,

"Among the first organizations to appear was the Young Men's
Association and Lyceum founded apparently in 1851" (Bode,
p. 179).

The capital city was not the only place where one

I
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could improve one's self.

There was also the Taylor's Falls

Lyceum (Taylor's Falls Lyceum), Northfield Lyceum (North
field Lyceum), Red Lake Falls Lyceum ( ''Saint Paul"), Crys
tal Lake Falls Lyceum ("Lyceum Organized"), Garden City
Lyceum (Minneapolis Tribune, 13 Oct. 1885).

Lyceums were

also established at Cannon Falls, Mankato, Hastings, Austin,
Stillwater, Winona, Red Wing, and Minneapolis (Bode, p.
179).

A Norwegian lyceum, that spoke the Norwegian langu

age, was also establjshed in Minnesota in 1860 ("The Nor
wegians in Freeborn C o.").
Not only did Minnesota have a favorable climate for
lyceums, but the climate was favorable for literary soci
eties as well.

These literary and debate society meetings

were usually the social event of the week.

Zochart ex

plained in his biography of Laura Ingalls Wilder the impor
tance of Friday literaries:
On Friday events the people would find their
way through the dark street of Desmet to the
schoolhouse.

One night there would be charades,

and another time there would be group singing
and another time still there would be a debate
on some important issue (Zochart, p. 74).
"Literary societies are all the rage in the city at present
and Minneapolis has the talent to make them a success too"
(Minneapolis Tribune, 3 Feb. 1877).

These societies aided

in the education of inunigrants and natives, therefore many
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societies were founded in Minnesota.

The societies were

formed for the purposes of improving the individual men
tally and morally, to provide entertainment and a social
release, promote general education, create interest in pol
itics, promote the reading and discussion of literature,
and develop debate and public speaking skills.

•

Minnesota

had at least six different ethnic literary and debate so
cieties.

Mention of the following six societies was found

in the Work Projects Administration Papers at the Minne
sota Historical Society in St. Paul.
The St. Andrew's Society, composed principally of
Scotchmen and their descendants, held their annual meeting
Monday evening, November 22, 1859, and selected officers
for the ensuing year:
The object of the society is to keep alive in
the breasts of all Scotchmen the remembrances of
the chivalry and literature, love of Auld Scotia,
and to influence emigration from Scotland to this
country, and the assistance of such as may come,
and of their own members who may be in distress
( '"St. Andrews Society," Pioneer Democrat Daily) .
The Welsh citizens of South Bend "assembled in the
church . • • [to organize] a literary society (Cymdeithas
Lenyddol) •

[At the] weekly meetings [they will] debate sub-

jects of learning to cultivate a taste for knowledge in the
young" ( ''Welsh Literary Society") .

During the meeting, a
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constitution and by-laws were adopted, and officers were
elected for the next three months.

The Welsh Literary So

ciety held regular meetings at South Bend.

These meetings

received a lot of attention from the Welsh community.

Nine

years after the Welsh Literary Society was formed, the Welsh
residents of Mankato organized another debating society
"which [held] its first meeting . . . Thursday evening,
[November 24, 1870].

The question [was], 'Which should be

victorious in their contest, the French or Prussians?'

The

debate [was] conducted in the Welsh language" (Mankato
Weekly Record) •
The Scotch and Welsh immigrants were not the only eth
nic groups to form literary societies:
The Scandinavians here in town have formed a soci
ety called "Scandia," which aims at uniting the
three Scandinavian nationalities hereabout, pre
serve the interest for our Norwegian literature,
and in general, work for good fellowship and mu
tual entertainment ("from Owatonna").
Scandia, a society formed in April of 1869, also provided
Scandinavian emigrants with help from time to time.
One of the first literary societies for black people
was the Robert Banks Literary Society.

The Robert Banks

Literary Society of St. Paul "is rapidly growing in members
and popularity and with the education and energy of Mr.
Thos. Syle, and others, to back it, it is destined to become
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the leading lyceum of our city" (Minneapolis Tribune, 20
Mar. 1875).
The object of this society is to educate the many
colored people of our city, and should meet with
the united support of all.

The society now num

bers forty members, many of whom are not only well
educated, but possess a refined literary taste
found in none but the higher circles of our soci
ety (Minneapolis Tribune, 24 Mar. 1875).
The question addressed on March 24 was ''Is Novel Reading
Injurious?"
"A Danish Society, styled Diana, [sic] has been orga
nized in Albert Lea, the object of which is the improvement
•

of its members mentally and morally" (St. Paul Daily Globe,
8 Dec. 1879).

Dania's purpose was to also aid Danish immi

grants and to provide a charity fund.

On May 29, 1886, the

Dania Society of St. Paul celebrated Denmark's Independence
Day by laying the cornerstone of the Dania Hall Building.
"About 5,000 persons participated in the festivities, which
opened a[t] 1:30 p.m. with a parade . • . the parade marched
through the most important streets of the city" ("The Laying
of the Cornerstone of the Dania Hall Building").

Seven

years after the society's inception, the Dania Society had
about 200 members.
On December 8, 1880 the ''Lucrecia Borgia Society, a
social organization of Luxemburgers resident in St. Paul,
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was incorporated . . . " ("St. Paul Fragments").

The Lucre

cia Borgia Society was one of the first societies for Lux
ernburgers in Minnesota.
Immigrant houses and societies provided a receptive
atmosphere for America's immigrants.

The acculturation

process was made easier for those who chose to utilize the
immigrant houses.
that need also.

Debate societies could partially fulfill
Two Norwegian immigrant debating societies,

the Forward Debate Society

and the Wig Debate Society, will

be examined in this thesis.

Both were founded in Minnesota

at about the same time, the members lived in a rural, agri
cultural area, and they debated some of the same issues.
The first society established was the Forward Debate
Society of Minneola and Wanamingo Townships in Goodhue
•

County.

This society was in existence from 1889 until 1894 .

Reference to the Forward Debate Society can be found in the
Guide To Manuscripts Collection, published by the Norwegian
American Historical Association in Northfield, Minnesota.
The Forward Debate Society minutes were originally hand
written in Norwegian in two notebooks.

By request, Lloyd

Hustvedt, of the Norwegian-American Historical Association,
xeroxed the minutes of the society and sent them to the
author of this thesis.

Upon examination, Erik Wahlgren,

professor emeritus of Scandinavian and Germanic Languages
at the University of California at Los Angeles, translated
in full the cover letter from Dyrkoren dated forty years
after the recorded events, the constitution, the questions,
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decisions and dates of each debate and any other inforrrta
tion that appeared to be relevant, but not repetitious.
The original manuscript was 164 handwritten pages.

Wahl

gren's translation totaled seventeen typed pages (Wahlgren,

8 Nov. 1982).
The second society to be established

was the Wig De

bate Society of Bygland Township in Polk County, Minnesota.
The Wig Debate Society was in existence from 1890 to 1903.
Most all of the members of this society were from Polk
County, Minnesota, but a few lived in Grand Forks County,
North Dakota.
The Wig Debate Society minutes were originally hand
written in Norwegian in one notebook.

The minutes had been

stored for many years in the attic of Helen Wickkiser,
•

niece to Arne Flaat, one of the founders of the Society.
The Society's minutes were given to the author by Stephen
Rendahl, professor of Speech Communication at the University
of North Dakota and first cousin once removed to Helen
Wickkiser.

The minutes, totaling 126 pages, were then

translated in full by Erik Wahlgren.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
The Forward Debate Society
Two Minnesota townships in Goodhue County, Minneola and
Wanamingo, located in southeastern Minnesota, below Minne
apolis, were sites that attracted many Norwegian immigrants.
Several immigrants later joined the Forward Debate Society.
Minneola Township was named after the Indian term
"Minneola" which meant "much water" because there was an
abundant supply of water for the farmland in Goodhue County
•

(Franklyn and Curtiss-Wedge, p. 126, 128).

Some of the

Norwegian immigrants of Minneola Township became land own
ers.
The second Minnesota township was Wanamingo Township,
located 35 miles northeast of the county seat of Red Wing,
and was adjacent to Minneola Township.

Wanamingo Township

was described as "a township [that] . . . afford[ed] supe
rior advantages to the farmer'' (Franklyn and Curtiss-Wedge,
p. 219).

Wanamingo Township was "largely prairie, gently

rolling, with very fertile soil, well watered by springs
and running streams.

Where these [were] not at hand, water

[could be] found by digging a few feet below the surface"
(Franklyn and Curtiss-Wedge, p. 219).
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To be a member of the Forward Debate Society, specific
requirements had to be met.

"Membership in the Society

[was] open to every confir1ned male who pay[ed] his initia
tion fee and in general subscribe[d] to the points of view
expressed in these laws" (Forward Debate Society, pp. 3-4).
The points of view that each member shared were that the
President could '' forbid the use of tobacco at the meetings,
and • • • [that if] any member conduct[ed] himself in an
unsuitable way, and [did] not respond to correction, the
Society [could] deny such [a] person access to its meet
ings • • • [and the last requirement was that] in order to
meet [the] current expenses [of the Society], there [was]
an initiation fee of 10¢ and monthly dues of 5¢" (Forward
Debate Society, p. 3).

The contributions were used "in part

to provide illumination, heat, and to partly provide lec
tures or whatever else [that would] contribute to the com
fort and convenience of the Society" (Forward Debate Soci
ety, p. 3).
A group of Norwegian immigrants from both townships
gathered on January 18, 1889, at Hans Baardsen's school
house (later spelt Baardson and ultimately anglicized to
preserve the pronunciation as Bordson) to consider the es
tablishment of a debating society.

o. s.

Dyrkoren, a

schoolteacher in one of the townships, had the idea to form
a debating society.

On January 24, 1889, the Forward Debate

Society of Minneola and Wanamingo Townships was founded.
The Society's purpose was '' to arouse and develop public
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spirit, work for the spread of enlightenment, try to inves
tigate set topics, develop and sharpen powers of thought and
judgment, and on the whole to encourage each other to become
useful citizens of society" (Forward Debate Society, p. 2).
The meetings were held at Hans Bordson's schoolhouse
"once each week unless it was otherwise decided" (Forward
Debate Society, p. 2).
Society:

There were five offices in the

"the President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treas

urer and three judges or jurymen" (Forward Debate Society,
p. 2).

The constitution of the Forward Debate Society stat

ed that "the President and Vice-President • • • alternate in
conducting meetings" (Forward Debate Society, p. 1).

It was

the Secretary's task "to prepare a summary report of the
proceedings and enter the same in the Society's minute book"
(Forward Debate Society, p. 1).

The Treasurer's task was

"to collect and manage the Society's funds and at the annual
meeting • • • present a report on the Society's income and
expenses" (Forward Debate Society, p. 1).

After hearing the

negative and the affirictative sides of the question being de
bated, it was the duty of the three judges or jurymen "who
after seeing and hearing the proceedings [would make] judg
ment on which side [had] presented the best argument" (For
ward Debate Society, p. 1).
Every member who abided by the Society's laws had the
privilege of speaking and voting.

The decisions of the

Society were "made by the simple majority of the members
present.

In case of a tie, the President's vote • • • deter

mine[d] the outcome" (Forward Debate Society, p. 4).

•
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The Society's members had many different trades and
some were fa:r1ners.

The members that were mentioned in the

Society's minutes totaled twenty people (see Appendix A for
the Forward Debate Society membership list).

The minutes

did not have a specific list of members included, but there
were specific names mentioned with various events.

Infor

mation on some of the members was found in a history of
Goodhue County, Minnesota and also in plat books of Goodhue
County at the Minnesota Historical Society in St. Paul.

The

known members of the Society and land owners of Minneola
Township included Hans Bordson, P. O. Kvalaag (later angli
cized to Kvalog to preserve the pronunciation), R. O. Lund,
and N. A. Stageberg (Plat Book of Goodhue County, Minnesota,
1894, p. 38).
•

Like Minneola Township, Wanamingo had resident land
owners that were also members of the Forward Debate Society.
These people included

o.

O. Fallingstad,

o. s.

Kyllo, and

A. H. Tangen (later anglicized to Tangen to insure the Nor
wegian pronunciation) (Plat Book of Goodhue County, Minne
sota, 1894, p. 37).
Some of the members of the Forward Debate Society were
actively involved in other community activities.
ple, R.

o.

For exam

Lund, "one of the Society's leading members"

(Dyrkoren, 13 Aug. 1932) served as director, secretary, and
manager of the Minneola Creamery Company (Franklyn and
Curtiss-Wedge, p. 226).
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In addition to being involved in the Forward Debate So
ciety, N. A. Stageberg and Peder N. Nesseth, two more "of
the Society's leading members" (Dyrkoren, 13 Aug. 1932) were
involved in signing articles of agreement for the Wanamingo,
Cherry Grove, and Minneola Mutual Fire Company (Franklyn
and Curtiss-Wedge, p. 228).

Stageberg, after having served

many times as County Commissioner for Goodhue County, was
later elected a member of the Minnesota Legislature.
•

The Wig Debate Society
The townships of Minneola and Wanamingo were not the
only places in Minnesota to establish a Norwegian immigrant
debating society.

Bygland Township, located nine miles west

of Fisher in Polk County, Minnesota, was the home of the
Wig Debate Society.
The terrain around Bygland Township was "for the most
part quite level, and in its natural state mainly prairie
land" (Watts, p. 867).

Polk County, Minnesota was one of

the last agricultural areas of Minnesota to be settled.
"The United States Census of 1870 returns "no population"
in [that] country, though doubtless there [were] a few peo
ple of mostly Indian blood along the Red River (Watts,
p. 862).

It was not until 1871 that permanent settlement

began in Polk County.

In the year of 1871, settlers "came

from southeastern Minnesota.

Some Norwegian families who

settled along the Red River and near it . • • [were] the
towns of Hubbard, Vineland, Tynsid and Bygland.

The next

group of settlers came in 1872. •.. . " (Watts, pp. 862-863).
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Soon after the settlers came to the Bygland area, Bygland
Lutheran Church was established in 18974 (Centennial Bulle
tin).

"Bygland Lutheran Church, located nine miles west of

Fisher, was organized on November 8, 1874 by a small group
of Norwegians who had immigrated to the area two years
prior to that date.

Most of [the inunigrants] had come from

a parish called Bygland in Norway, so they chose that name
for their new congregation" (Bicentennial History, p. 190).
Immigration to the Red River Valley in the 1870s was
primarily "from Norway and Sweden, and about one-half of the
population [was] Scandinavian, or of Scandinavian descent.
Many of them had resided or been born and reared in Wiscon
sin, northern Iowa or southern Minnesota [and then had moved
to northwestern Minnesota].

As always, their sterling quali

ties made them [Scandinavians] among the most desirable
acquisitions in the for1c1ation of the corrununity" (Watts, p.
871).

The population of Polk County was mainly Scandi

navian, "the Norwegians being the most numerous" (Watts,
p. 869).

With a high number of Norwegians settled in the Polk
County area (Qualey and Gjerde, p. 223), there was a need for
organizations that eased the acculturation process.

In Crooks

ton, the county seat of Polk County, frequent dances and parties were held, "and the long winter evenings were much relieved • •

•

by amateur theatricals.

Enoch H. Shaw, who had

been a school teacher . • • was the principal manager and
Mrs. Evalyn Houston was the star actress. Much interest was

•
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taken and quite a number were found who could "take a part"
very well.

The old railroad depot was utilized as the

theatre" (Watts, p. 864).

Not only was there dancing, par

ties, and theatrics, but there was also a debating and
literary society.

"A debating and literary society held

its meetings in the old schoolhouse in Crookston.

Among

the leading speakers was James Greenbaugh, Sr., one of the
earliest pioneers, who came with a large family and settled
in Crookston where he died in 1898 at the age of seventy
two" (Watts, p. 864).
Some of the Norwegians that settled in Polk County took
advantage of the rich farmland.

Nine members of the society

were landowners and farmers in the Bygland Township area
(Atlas and Farmers' Directory with Complete Survey in Town
ship Plats of Polk County, p. 53, and Plat Book of Grand
Forks, Walsh, and Pembina Counties, North Dakota, p. 28).
There were some other members of the society that chose not
to own land, but to work for a farmer in the area (Westrum,
20 Dec. 1982).

There were not only farmers in this Society,

but there were two brothers who were both blacksmiths that
worked together and were also in the Wig Debate Society
(Wickkiser, 13 Nov. 1982).
The Wig Debate Society, like the Forward Debate Soci
ety, was established by Norwegian immigrants in the late
nineteenth century.

The majority of the Society's members

"had immigrated from the Setesdal Valley in Norway and most
settled in Minnesota and some in Northeastern North Dakota"
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(Wickkiser, 13 Nov. 1982).

All of the members of the Wig

Debate Society settled in the Red River Valley.

The Wig

Debate Society "met in the Wig Store, in Bygland Township
of Polk County, Minnesota" (Wickkiser, 13 Nov. 1982).
The Wig Debate Society was founded on February 8, 1890.
At the first meeting, it was decided that "the purpose shall
be to work for literary, poetic . . . better sense and in
general to work for closer relations among each other."
This purpose "is pursued at meetings in which discussion,
The most essential

lectures, and declamation are involved.

among [these were] the exercises" (Wig Debate Society, p. 1).
The Wig Debate Society had four offices:
Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer.

President,

The President,

or in his absence the Vice-President "shall call the meeting
to order, and conduct the proceedings.

After appropriate

decisions, special committees are appointed and expenses and
income are approved" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 4) •

The Secretary "shall keep minutes over the proceedings
at meetings, conduct all correspondence, keep a record of
the names of all members and of all questions accepted for
debate together with a list of all speakers on each side
and the decisions of the judges" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, p. 4).
It was the Treasurer's responsibility to "receive all
moneys belonging to the Society and keep account of the So
ciety's income and expenses" (Minutes of the Wig Debate So
ciety, p. 4).

I
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A variety of topics was discussed at this Society's
meetings.

"Topics were selected and decided upon the week

prior to when [the] debate was to occur" (Minutes of the
Wig Debate Society, p. 4).
The meetings were conducted as follows:

first there

was roll call and then the reading of the minutes of the
previous meeting, acceptance of registration, the exer
cises [main business of the meeting] and then adjournment
and the judges for that evening were chosen by vote (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 6).
This Society had some rules that members must abide
by.

"Personal insults, unseemly conduct and disturbances

of good order will not be tolerated during the Society's
meetings.

Anyone guilty of dishonorable actions can by a

vote of the voting members [the voting members were never
specified in the minutes]
majority vote.

be expelled from the Society by

Card playing and the use of intoxicating

beverages is not permitted during the meetings of the soci
ety" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 3).

"Any man

or woman may become a member of the Society by subscribing
to the constitution" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 1).

It should be noted that throughout the Wig Debate

Society manuscript, there is reference only to the names
of men, therefore it would appear that either the women
were tending the children or had their own society, or
were not interested in debating issues.

I
I
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Regular meetings "will be held everyday that the So
ciety finds suitable, at 7 in the evening" (Minutes of the
Wig Debate Society, p. 4).

"Those who attend the Society's

meetings, whether members or not, shall have the right to
participate in the debate" (Minutes of the Wig Debate So
ciety, p. 5).
Of the 101 members of the Wig Debate Society, informa
tion was located concerning seventeen members.
bers included:

These mem

Aanen Austad, Torkil Aslakson, Torgus

Brokke, Nil Egeland, Annund Flot (later anglicized to in
sure correct pronunciation to Flaat), Arne Flaat, Kittle
Flaat, S. K. Flaat, Arny Grundysen, Havor Helle, Ole Knud
son, Kittle Myron, Ola Olson, Ole Torbjornson, A. Torkelson,
Mikkel Trydal, and Tarjei Trydal.
•

•

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DEBATES
The Forward Debate Society of Minneola and Wanamingo
Townships, in Goodhue County, and the Wig Debate Society
of Bygland Township in Polk County both were founded in
In

the late nineteenth century by Norwegian immigrants.

this chapter, each society will be analyzed according to
three different criteria:

the categories of the topics

debated, the annual pattern in which the debates occurred,
and by the types of propositions that were debated.

Once

each society has been analyzed the similarities and differ
ences of the societies will be noted.
Debate Categories
The topics that were debated appeared to have "natural"
dividions of their own.

These divisions were formed by

analyzing the topics and organizing similar issues together
to form a category.

These "natural" divisions were used so

that similar debate topics could be analyzed in the same con
text.

There were a total of seventeen categories:

govern

ment, immigration, penal reform and the death penalty, the
death penalty, women, money, prohibition, farming, technol
ogy, education, law, morality, identity, religion, labor
relations, self-improvement, and miscellaneous issues.
35
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Annual Debate Pattern
The annual debate pattern was determined simply by the
chronological sequence in which the debates occurred.

The

order in which the topics were debated in each society will
be analyzed.
Debate Propositions
After the debates from the society were analyzed ac
cording to the category and the annual debate pattern, the
debates were analyzed according to the types of proposi
tions.

There were two basic types of propositions used:

the proposition of policy and the proposition of judgment.
Austin J. Freeley explained that the proposition of policy
is when:
The affirmative maintains that a policy or course
of action should be adopted while the negative
maintains that the policy should be rejected.
Most debates in legislative assemblies are propo
sitions of policy (Freeley, p. 39).
The proposition of judgment is when ''the affirmative main
tains that a certain belief, value, or fact is justified,
that it confortcLs to the definition or criteria appropriate
to evaluate the matter at issue" (Freeley, p. 38).
The Forward Debate Society
The first society to be analyzed will be the Forward
Debate Society.

The three criteria to be used will be the
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categories of the topics debated, the annual pattern in
which the debates occurred, and by the types of proposi•

tions.
Debate Categories
The Forward Debate Society will first be analyzed ac
cording to the categories of the topics discussed.

The

Society's topics were organized into ten different categories.
Government
The Society had a total of nine debates that were re
lated to government.

Three of the debates were general in

scope, while there were also three sub-topics under the
topic of government:

elections, political parties, and

the armed services.
Of the three general debates in th·e category of govern
ment, the first proposition that was held on January 9, 1891
was "Resolved that George Washington did more for this coun
try than Abraham Lincoln" (Forward Debate Society, p. 10)
and the verdict was 2:1 for Washington.

That debate topic

was a standard citizenship debate topic that was probably
quite pertinent for the Norwegian immigrants because it
tested one's knowledge of American history, and was surely
a topic in the schools.

From that topic, it appe.ars that

those Norwegian immigrants had either read American history
or else were attending school.

There was a school teacher

in the Society, 0. S. Dyrkoren, and maybe he was part of the
reason that topic was being discussed.
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On January 17 and again on January 24, 1894 the issue
"Limited Monarchy is preferable to a Republican form of
government'' (Forward Debate Society, pp. 15-16) was debat
ed, and the verdict for both of the debates was 3:0 for the
Republican form of government.

That was a popular topic

possibly because it allowed the debaters to reflect upon
Norway's government and relate the issue to the United
States government.

It may have also served as a way to be

reassured that they did make the right choice by emigrating.
On March 29, 1890, March 2, 1893, and January 31, 1894
the issue "Resolved that a direct election is better than
an indirect election" (Forward Debate Society, pp. 9, 14,
16) was discussed.

The first time the issue was debated on

March 29, 1890 the verdict was 2:1 for direct elections.
During the evening of March 29, the Society had a major dis
cussion on exercising one's constitutional rights.

That

specific issue was brought up by R. O. Lund when "He gave
the members a pep talk about exercising their constitutional
rights of citizenship and expression" (Forward Debate Soci
ety, p. 9).

During the evening of March 2, 1893, the sec

ond time elections were discussed, the verdict was 2:1 for
indirect elections.

The final time the issue was discussed,

on January 31, 1894, the decision was 3:0 for direct elec
tions.
On February 10, 1894 the final issue in the category
of government occurred and the issue was "Resolved that the
standing army should be abolished" (Forward Debate Society,
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The decision was 3:0 for the abolishment of the

p. 16).

standing army.
term.

The term "standing army" was a European

One of the arguments against the standing army was

that it "depletes a land's resources and only supports the
propertied class" (Forward Debate Society, p. 16).
Immigration
The Forward Debate Society had a total of five debates
about immigration.

These debates occurred on January 8,

1890, February 15, 1890, January 16, 1891, February 6, 1893,
and February 17, 1894.

The question was "Resolved that im

migration should cease" (Forward Debate Society, pp. 8, 9,
10, 14).

On February 15, 1890 the topic could not be dis

cussed because "everybody present [was] on the affirmative
[side]."

Opinions of the members slowly began to change

because on January 16, 1891, the same issue was debated and
that time the verdict was 2:1 in favor of stopping immigra
tion.

During the January 16, 1891 debate meeting, "Nels

Nesseth gave a 'masterly talk' on the Norwegian mission in
this country and was asked to publish it in some newspa
per" (Forward Debate Society, p. 10).

The final debate on

immigration that was held in 1894 had the same verdict as
the first, the "judges favored the stopping of immigration"
(Forward Debate Society, p. 16).

One of the arguments

against immigration was voiced by R.

o.

Lund with his posi

tion being that "Europe has used America as a dumping ground
for its human trash" [those with poor genetic inheritance]
while O.

s.

Dyrkoren proclaimed that "this country [America]
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could thank the immigrants for what it is today" (Forward
Debate Society, p. 14).

The human trash that R. O. Lund

spoke of was not the Norwegians, but was the South and East
Europeans that were Catholic, poor, and illiterate (Garraty,
p. 532).

Immigration seemed like a particularly fitting

topic for Norwegian immigrants, and the fact that they
wanted immigration to cease is not surprising.

The land

had been settled, and the landowners probably wanted to keep
their land.

Possibly they felt they did not want the United

States to become too crowded, or possibly they believed
that immigration was a very good concept, and were glad
that they had taken advantage of it, but now that these Nor
wegians had immigrated, it was time to "close the gate."
The government placed restrictions on immigrants beginning
in 1875, and in 1891, a year in which one of the debates
took place, "poligamists, lunatics, epileptics, idiots,
persons suffering from contagious diseases, and those trav
eling on assisted passages" (Smith, p. 190) were not al
lowed to emigrate.
Death Penalty
On February 14, 1889, March 9, 1893, and March 3,
1894 the issue "Resolved that the death penalty should be
abolished" (Forward Debate Society, pp. 6-7, 14, 16) was
debated.

On February 14, 1889, this "subject was hotly

debated, and Stageberg lamented that a teacher like Dyrkoren
should condescend to favor abolition of the death penalty''
(Forward Debate Society, pp. 7-8).

A teacher was expected
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to "exemplify good moral character" (Atherton, p. 25).

The

first two times the issue was debated, the verdict was for
the death penalty, but the last debate verdict was against
the death penalty.

The first time the issue was discussed,

the death penalty stirred a lot of controversy, but the
other times it did not appear to have been as controversial.
At the time these debates occurred, Minnesota had a death
In 1881 the law read "Whoever is convicted of mur

penalty.

der shall suffer the penalty of death" (General Statutes of
Minnesota, 1878, Chap. XCIV, Sec. 2), but in 1894 the law
was changed to read,
In any such case the court shall certify of rec
ord its opinion that by reason of exceptional
circumstances the case is not in which the pen
alty of death should be imposed, the punishment
shall be imprisonment for life in the state pris
on

(General Statutes of Minnesota, 1894, Sec.

6441).

It should be noted that the year the law was changed to al
low for life imprisonment, the society vowed to retain the
death penalty where they had decided to abolish it in pre
vious debates.
Women
Man's relationship with woman is fundamental to all so
cieties.

Woman's role and relationship with her husband,

children, and other individuals is important to understand
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also.

Should women be married, should they vote, what are

their desires?

Those questions and many others were some

of the issues the Forward Debate Society discussed when the
all male society talked about their favorite subject, women.
Women were discussed at seven different meetings.
On January 31, 1889, March 20, 1893 and March 2, 1894
the issue "Resolved that women should have the vote" (For
ward Debate Society, pp. 6, 16, 17) was debated three sep
arate times.

It was first debated on January 31, 1889, at

the Society's second meeting, and the decision was "unani
mous against female suffrage" (Forward Debate Society, p. 6).
The second time the proposition was debated, on March 20,
1893, the decision was against women voting, but in the fi
nal debate on female suffrage, on March 7, 1894, the deci
sion was unanimous for female suffrage even though one of
the member's argument was "I love women too much to drag
her [sic] into politics--she would have to wear trousers, go
to war . . . and no right thinking woman would accept suf
frage and its consequences" (Forward Debate Society, pp.
16-17).

During the years the debates on female suffrage oc

c�rred, neither the United States nor Norway had granted
women the right to vote.

Both the United States and Norway

experienced social tension about suffrage for women.

On

August 26, 1921, "The [U.S.] Constitution . . . was declared
ratified . . . for women['s] suffrage" (Morris, p. 331),
while Norway granted women the right to vote somewhat ear
lier:
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In 1901 all women who paid taxes to the amount of
400 kroner in the cities and 300 kroner in the
country received the right to vote in local elec•

tions.

In 1907 they received the right to vote

also in general elections, but with considerable
restrictions.

In 1913 these restrictions were

removed, and women received the right of suffrage
on the same conditions as men

(Gjerset, p. 429).

On March 14, 1889, the issue, "Resolved that it is
better to be married than unmarried" (Forward Debate Soci
ety, p. 7), was the debate that raised the most controversy.
By a great majority it was decided that the married vs. un
married topic would be the debate for the following week,
but "the decision was violently opposed by G. Frigaard on
the grounds that 1) such topics did not belong in [the]
club, and 2) that the heat of the discussion might lead to
offend someone without meaning to" (Forward Debate Society,
p. 7).

Perhaps there was some resentment from the men who

were already married, and had no other alternative because
divorce was not a socially acceptable option.
The issue ''Resolved that woman's position is more dif
ficult than man's" (Forward Debate Society, p. 8) was de
bated once on February 22, 1890, and the decision was 2:1
for woman.

This debate topic appeared to reflect a group

of men who questioned their role and compared it to women's.
This group of Norwegians seemed to be quite educated and
they may have decided upon this topic from one of Henrik
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Ibsen's plays--possibly his play of 1879, A Doll's House
( Ibsen, p. 105) .
Another related issue was "Resolved that Mother does
more for the comfort of the home than the Father does" (For
ward Debate Society, p. 17).

That was debated on February

24, 1894, and the verdict was unanimous for the mother.
Again it is apparent in this topic that the roles were being
questioned, and the topic could have stemmed from one of
Ibsen's plays.
On December 30, 1893 the issue "Resolved that fear has
greater influence than love" (Forward Debate Society, p. 10)
was debated.

The verdict was unanimous for love.

Possibly

that topic was related to the social gospel, and the decision
came about from the proof that love conquers all.
The last issue debated in the category of women was
"Resolved that woman's position in life is harder than
man's" (Forward Debate society, p. 17).

The debate occurred

in May of 1894, and no decision was given.
Money
Within the category of money, there were five propositions; two of the five were the same.
The first topic was "High vs. low tariffs" (Forward
Debate Society, pp. 7-8) and this issue was debated on May
1, 1889.

The verdict was 2:1 in favor of low tariffs.

During the last decade of the nineteenth century, tariffs
were an issue and it was the McKinley Bill of 1890 that
raised tariffs (Smith, pp. 405-406).

The members of the
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society would naturally be interested in tariffs beeause
many of them were farmers.
An issue that was debated twice was "Resolved that
wealth has caused more crime than poverty" (Forward Debate
Society, pp. 8, 16); once on March 1, 1890 and again on
February 17, 1894.

Both times the verdict was that poverty

had caused more crime.

Possibly this issue was chosen as a

debate topic because some of the members were familiar with
the effects of poverty and what its influences can be on
people.
The issue "Resolved that wealth has had more influence
on contemporary society than knowledge has" (Forward Debate
Society, pp. 8-9) was discussed on January 3, 1890, and the
decision was 2:1 for knowledge.

That debate like the one

mentioned above also questions wealth's influence on so
ciety and specifically on crime.
The last proposition in the category was "Resolved that
the civilized have committed more crimes than the uncivi
lized" (Forward Debate Society, p. 17).

The debate occurred

on March 17, 1894, and the verdict was unanimous in favor
of civilization.

The last four propositions in the cate

gory questioned money's influence in society.

The questions

could possibly have stemmed from the influence of industri
alization and the fear that always accompanies change or
they had ambivalence toward modernity; they wanted to be
affluent but there may have been a nagging suspicion that
affluence would be accompanied with social problems.
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Prohibition
Questions about some aspect of prohibition occurred a
total of six times:

one question was discussed three times,

and another was discussed twice.
On March 6, 1890, February 6, 1891, and April 14, 1894,
the proposition "Resolved that high license [a phrase that
means an exorbitant license fee for the tavern owner] can do
more to abolish the evils of drunkenness than can prohibi
tion" (Forward Debate Society, pp. 9, 13, 17) was debated.
In the first debate, on March 6, 1890, the decision was 2:1
for prohibition, but in the two debates that followed on
February 6, 1891 and April 14, 1894, the decision was for
high license instead.

The concept of high license came from

Norway, and the laws in Norway have been very strict in re
lation to liquor.

Minnesota did not have prohibition until

the act went into effect July 1, 1919 (Blegen, p. 477), be
cause· "the laws proved difficult to enforce . . . therefore
[they were] generally repealed and a system of local option
was substituted" (Smith, p. 337), whereas the Volstead Act
did not go into effect until January 16, 1920 (Smith, p.
433)
On February 7, 1889 and February 17, 1893, the proposition "Resolved that liquor has caused more sorrow than war"
(Forward Debate Society, pp. 6, 14) was debated twice.
That issue, debated first on February 7, 1889, and then
on February 17, 1893, said that in both cases liquor was
the greater culprit.

Possibly that issue was debated be

cause liquor proved to be a great threat--especially since
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it was compared to war.

Liquor caused many marriages to

break up, children to be abused, and wives to be beaten.
Liquor was as evil as war.
The last issue discussed on March 14, 1889 was ''Re
solved that the Prohibition Party is a noble cause and not
a waste of energy" (Forward Debate Society, p. 7), and the
verdict was 2:1 that the Prohibition Party had not justi
fied its usefulness.

That decision seemed inconsistent

with the views expressed in earlier debates on prohibition.
In Norway during the nineteenth century, the country was ex
periencing a problem with excess drinking and therefore
started temperance societies and also placed high tariffs
on the liquor sold.

The temperance societies were soci

ally important and the issue of the evils of liquor was not
a new subject to these immigrants (Thorson, 12 April 1983).
Farming
Under the category of farming there was only one issue,
and on February 21, 1889, the issue ''Which type of farming
was most advantageous to the farmer:

cattle, chicken,

grain, pigs, etc.?" (Forward Debate Society, p. 7) was de
bated.

The decision was unanimous for raising hogs.

That

topic was probably chosen because the members that owned
farms wanted to make the most out of their farmland.

Pos

sibly the reason why the Society voted for hogs was because
hogs are less expensive to care for, and do not demand as
much time from the farmer.
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Technology
There were three debates under the category of tech
All three occurred relatively early in the Society.

nology.

The first debate on February 28, 1889 was "Which has done
the most for civilization, the steam engine or the printing
press?'' (Forward Debate Society, p. 7) and the decision was
2:1 for the printing press.

That topic was discussed dur

ing the industrial revolution:

the steam engine had been

invented in the late eighteenth century and the printing
press in the early fifteenth century by Guttenburg.

Again

this proposition appeared to analyze an invention and its
relationship to society.
On March 7, 1889, "The sword vs. the pen" (Forward De
bate Society, p. 7) was debated, and the decision was 2:1
for the pen.

The decision was for the pen probably because

the Norwegian culture places high value on literacy and
learning.
The final debate in the category of technology was
"Resolved that the machine is harmful to the laboring man"
(Forward Debate Society, p. 13).
cause of poor attendance.

There was no decision be

That debate occurred at the

beginning of the Industrial Revolution and at that time
there were few safety precautions, therefore machines often
killed people.

Possibly those factors were the reason that

topic was debated.

That issue was probably discussed be

cause the debate occurred during the time of the Bonanza
farms.

Efficiency on the farm was arrived at through
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machinery and "batallions" of men were able to work at once.
That concept was new to the Norwegian immigrant farmer be
cause he was accustomed to a small farm in Norway that could
be tended to b y hand and very few people were involved.
Self-Improvement
In the category of self-improvement, there were five
issues discussed.

The first proposition debated on March

22, 1890 was "Resolved that journalism has a greater influ
ence on a human being than the art of speaking" (Forward De
bate Society, p. 9).

The decision, I'm happy to say, was

for the art of speaking.

That debate also occurred during

the Chautauqua and the great speakers that were part of that
movement.

•

That particular debate was special because for

the first and only time the Forward Debate Society repre
sented the affirmative side while another debate society,
the Minneola

Club, represented the negative side, and the

Minneola Club won.

Soon after the debate occurred, the

Minneola Club merged with the Forward Debate Society.

The

debate occurred during a time when there were many news
papers being published.

The members of the society lived

in an isolated place, but were not isolated from the world
because there were so many competing newspapers.
On March 4, 1893, another issue that questioned journa
lism was "Resolved that the reading of newspapers should be
limited" (Forward Debate Society, p. 14).
2:1 for the affirmative.

The decision was

The newspaper publishers did not
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belong to a professional organization and therefore many
would sensationalize issues and sometimes report something
that never did occur.
In May of 1894, the issue "Resolved that the art of
speaking has greater influence on people than the reading of
literature" (Forward Debate Society, p. 17).
decision given.

There was no

That topic appeared to question the relation

ship between two mediums.
On March 16, 1893 the issue ''Resolved that one can learn
more by reading than by studying nature" (Forward Debate
Society, p. 15) was debated.
of the study of nature.
several ways:

The decision was 3:0 in favor

This topic could be interpreted in

possibly it represents the conflict of going

to school versus not going to school or rural versus urban.
Another similar issue that was debated on March 31, 1894,
was "Resolved that one can learn more from traveling and
studying nature than from reading books."

The decision was

unanimous for books because book learning was essential in
order to understand one's surroundings.

The decision re

flects that the inunigrants were educated and appreciated the
value of book learning.
On February 5, 1894 the issue "Resolved that Norwegians should preserve the Norwegian language in this country"
(Forward Debate Society, p. 16) was debated.
was 3:0 for the retention of Norwegian.

The decision

One of the argu

ments against the retention of Norwegian was that "Norwegian
is essentially a borrowed language and does not really
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express the soul of Norwegians" (Forward Debate Society, p.
16).

There was a perfect example of Danish Bokmaal being

compared to the peasants' Landsmaal.

The theme of preserv

ing the "Norwegianness" seemed very important to some of
Norway's immigrants.

All of these issues deal with some as

pect of self-improvement.
Miscellaneous Issues
The final category of the Forward Debate Society was
miscellaneous issues.

The debates in this category were

not appropriate for any other category.

There were a total

of four debate topics.
One

proposition was debated three different times, on

January 24, 1889, January 17, 1892, and on January 17, 1894.
The issue was "Resolved that country life is more advantage
ous than city life" (Forward Debate Society, pp. 6, 8, 15).
The first and third time the issue was debated, the verdict
was for the city, while the second time the verdict was for
the country.

It seemed as though the decision would be for

country life because of the love of the land and the bond
with nature that many Norwegians seemed to have as strongly
represented by Per Hansa in Rolvaag's Giants In The Earth.
Possibly the topic was chosen because of the rural versus
urban conflict.

The debates also occurred at a time when

the true Norwegian was a peasant, but there was ambivalence
about the city because one could make more money in the
city.
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On January 17, 1890 the issue ''Who discovered America,
Leif Erikson or Columbus?" (Forward Debate Society, p. 8)
was debated, but because of the members' bias in favor of
Erikson, it remained undecided.

Being able to debate about

whether Erikson or Columbus came first was a sign of pres
tige for the Norwegian.
Annual Debate Pattern
Next the Forward Debate Society's proposition will be
analyzed according to the pattern in which the debates oc
curred.

The Forward Debate Society began on January 24,

1889 and the last debate took place on a day in May of
1894.
1889
Eighteen eighty-nine was the first year for the Society.

There were eleven debates that year, beginning on

January 24 and ending on May 1, 1889.

The first issue de

bated was "Resolved that country life is more advantageous
than city life" (Forward Debate Society, p. 6).

After the

first meeting it appeared as though the topics debated
became more controversial.

For example, at the second meet

ing the topic was "Resolved that women should have the vote"
(Forward Debate Society, p. 6).

At the third meeting the

topic was "War has done more harm than strong drink'' (For
ward Debate Society, p. 6), and then the following meeting
the death penalty was debated.

After those first four

debates the topics became somewhat lighter in intent, for
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example, "Which type of farming is most advantageous to the
cattle, chicken, grain, pigs, etc?" (Forward De

farmer:

bate Society, p. 7).

After the debate about farming there

appeared to be no set pattern, or favorite topic that was
The first year was ended with a debate about tar

pursued.

There were no additional records of debates that

iffs.

occurred in 1889.
1890
In 1890 the Society met twelve times and debated thir
teen issues.
topics,
favorite.

Like the year before, there was a variety of

but in 1890 the subject of immigration was a
Again, the Society began debating in January and

met until March 22, 1890.
1891
The Society was very inactive in 1891.

There was a

total of five meetings, all held from January to mid
February.

The topics discussed included government, immi

gration, prohibition, and technology.
1893
The Society took an unexplained break after February
13, 1891 and did not meet again until February 6, 1893.
During 1893, the Society met a total of seven times, from
early February until the end of March, and then like the
years before, took a long break and did not meet again until
January 10, 1894.
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1894
The final year of the Forward Debate Society was 1894.
That year the Society met fifteen times.

There were more

meetings the final year than any other.

The debates began

in January and ended in May.

Government, women, self

improvement, and money were the subjects of the debates for
1894.

There was no reason given for the ending of the So

ciety; the minutes just ended.
Debate Propositions
And finally the Forward Debate Society's issues can be
divided into two types of propositions: a proposition of
policy and a proposition of judgment.
Policy Propositions
There were twelve propositions of policy.

Four of the

propositions of policy were about immigration, three were
about the death penalty, three were about women, one was
about government, and one was about self-improvement.

These

twelve debates were propositions of policy because they
stated that a change should occur.
Judgment Propositions
The remaining thirty-eight issues that were not propo
sitions of policy were propositions of judgment because the
proposition stated that a "belief, value, or fact was jus
tified" (Freeley, p. 38).

Thirty-eight of the fifty debates

in this Society were classified as propositions of judgment
because they stated a belief or value and did not state
specifically what change should occur.
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The Wig Debate Society
The Wig Debate Society will first be analyzed according
to the three methods described earlier.
Debate Categories
The Society will be analyzed first according to the
categories of the issues debated.

The Wig Debate Society

was organized into fifteen different categories.
Government
The Wig Debate Society had a total of eight debates
that were related to government.
about political parties:

Three of the debates were

on February 28, 1891, the issue

"Resolved that it is better to stick with the Old Party
than to found a new one" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 20), on February 20, 1892, the issue ''Resolved that it
is better to adhere to the Republican Party or Third Party"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 51-52), and on
March 4, 1891, the issue "What is the Republican Party
worth in relation to the People's Party [Populist Party]"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 69), was debated.
The

In every instance, the decision was for the new party.

years of 1891, 1892 and 1893 were politically exciting be
cause of the many parties that appeared.

On February 21,

1891 the leading article in the Grand Forks Herald was about
the actions of the Democrats and Anti-Prohibitionists.

Pos

sibly that was where the Society received an idea for their
proposition (Democrats and Anti-Prohibitionists have had
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Their Inning and Rejoice).

Another possible source could

have been Normanden, a Norwegian newspaper that began pub
lication in Grand Forks, North Dakota, on February 15, 1899.
Normanden covered not only local issues but international
ones as well.
On January 26, 1902 another proposition about politi
cal parties was debated, "One should elect on the basis of
the man or the party'' (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 103).

The decision was 2:1 for the man.

It should be

noted again that at each debate, three men were appointed
by vote of the Society to serve as judges for that evening.
That issue was discussed in one of the later years of the
debate society, and possibly signifies the fact that most
inunigrants had been in the country for at least ten years,
and therefore had opportunities to vote and had experienced
the dilermna of whether to vote the party or the man.

If

that was the case, the Society then provided a channel to
resolve that conflict.
Issues about war were also debated.

•

One top.1.c was

"Will it be just for the United States to acknowledge Cuba
as a warring power?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 101).

The decision was 2:1 for helping Cuba, and the

debate occurred on February 6, 1897.

This issue was prob

ably debated because of articles in the Grand Forks Herald.
At that time, the Grand Forks Herald covered the issue daily.
The war against the Boers was debated twice:

on Janu

ary 10, 1902 the question was "Does England have the right
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to wage war against the Boers in the Transvaal?" (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 109), and the decision was
unanimous for England; the second issue debated on January
17, 1902 was "Was England right in conducting warfare
against the Boers?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 110), and that time the decision was for the Boers.

The

Boer War was reported on daily in Normanden beginning in
1899 ("Transvaals"), and could have been the source for the
propositions.
On December 19, 1902 the last debate in the category
of government was "Is it right to uphold the Monroe Doc
trine?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 129), and
the decision was 2:1 against upholding the doctrine.
issue was debated on December 19, 1902.

That

The Grand Forks

Herald reported on President Roosevelt's address in the
December 3, 1902 issue.

The importance of the Monroe Doc

trine was mentioned and soon after the article appeared the
Wig Debate Society used the issue for a topic (President's
Address).
Immigration
The Wig Debate Society had a total of three debates
about immigration.

On February 15, 1892 the question "Re

solved that it is better to stop emigration or not" (Min
utes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 48, 51) was discussed.
The decision was 2:1 to stop emigration.

As mentioned ear

lier, during that time in history. restrictions were being
placed on those who could immigrate.

"Poligamists, lunatics,
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epileptics, idiots, persons suffering from contagious dis
eases, and those traveling on assisted passage" were re
strictions that were applied to immigrants beginning in
1891 (Smith, p. 190).
On March 25, 1893 the issue ''Is it advantageous for
some people to emigrate from the Red River Valley to either
the West or Canada?'' (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 72) was debated, and the verdict was a ''great majority
were desirous of travel" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Soci
ety, p. 72).

The verdict appears not to have been decided

by three appointed judges, but instead the members that at
tended that evening all may have voted on the decision.
That debate topic was probably inspired by the fact that
some of the Society members, including S. K. Flaat, did
travel to Bellacoola, British Columbia, via train to Van
couver and then by boat to Bellacoola in 1893.

''Times were

tough, and they went to Bellacoola to mine gold, and be
cause the coastline was supposed to look like Norway"
(Wickkiser, 17 April 1983).

The Society members heard

about the gold, the coastline, and the town of Bellacoola
by a man named Saugstad.

Saugstad acted as a guide for the

group that went to Canada, but the expectations were not
met because there was no gold, Bellacoola was not a settled
area, but the coastline did resemble Norway's.

The Society

members that did travel to Bellacoola returned a year later.
The final issue that discussed immigration on February
2, 1895 was "Which is best, either to follow leaders out
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into the West or to emigrate without leaders?" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, p. 88), and the decision was 2:1
for no leadership.

The inspiration for that debate most

likely came from the adventure to Bellacoola in 1893.

It

appears as though the expectations that Saugstad built up
were not met, and that the members would have preferred to
explore Canada themselves instead of being led.
Penal Reform and Deat� Pen�lty
The Wig Debate Society held three debates about the
death penalty, and one of the issues was discussed twice.
On March 17, 1894 and February 3, 1902 the issue "Resolved
that the death penalty ought to be abolished" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, pp. 85, 121) was debated.

The first

time it was debated, on March 17, 1894, the decision was
unanimous against the death penalty, and the second time
the issue was debated, on February 3, 1902, the decision
was 2:1 for the death penalty.

Both North Dakota and Minne

sota had the death penalty, but also had the option of life
imprisonment if the judge deemed ti appropriate.
The second issue was "Resolved that it would be better
to abolish the current penal institutions and in:stead send
our prisoners to reform school" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, p. 102).

It was debated on March 6, 1897.

That

topic revealed that the current penal institution was not
effective in deterring crime and, as a result, being ques
tioned.

The proposition provides evidence that shows the
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members were questioning the effectiveness of the [then]
current penal system.
Women
Man's relationship with woman is a fundamental aspect
of life.

Of all the subjects debated, the Wig Debate So

ciety discussed women more times than any other subject.
Women seemed to be the favorite topic in the male dominated
society.

Women were discussed in fourteen debates out of

fifty; one issue was debated four different times, another
was discussed three different times, and then there were
seven other topics that were debated once.
Two times in 1890, on February 6, 1892, and again on
May 26, 1895 the proposition "Resolved that money has more
influence on men than women do" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, pp. 13-14, 23, 99, 47-48) was debated.

The deci

sion of the first debate was 2:1 for money, the second de
bate did not have an answer recorded, and in the third
and fourth meetings the decision was 2:1 and 3:0 for wo
men.

The evidence indicates that the members were beginning

to recognize that the other sex had a role other than bear
ing children and tending to the home--that of wife and
companion.
In 1890, on January 5, 1902, and on February 27, 1902
the issue "Women should be allowed general voting rights
along with men" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 21,
23, 108, 141) was debated.

In 1890 the verdict was 2:0

against suffrage, in January of 1902 the decision was in
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favor of suffrage, and in February of 1902 the verdict was
2:1 against suffrage.

Again the evidence indicates that the

men were questioning woman's role, and where the limitations
should be.

The topic may have been stimulated by the fact

that "when Wyoming was admitted in 1890 the [state] con
stitution contained a provision for full woman suffrage''
(Smith, p. 449), and it was 1890 when the issue was first
debated.
In 1890 the proposition "Resolved that it is better to
marry before 25 years instead of after" {Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, pp. 21, 23) was debated.

The decision was

2:1 for before 25, but later the vote was retaken and the
verdict was unanimous for after 25.

There must have been

some strong disagreements in order for the society to re
take the vote because that was not a common procedure.

The

idea behind the proposition is interesting because the so
ciety members appear to be seriously questioning the advan
tages and disadvantages of the age that it is best for one
to marry.

The final decision seems curious though because

one might think that in an agrarian society it would be
advantageous to marry earlier to allow time for one's chil
dren to grow up so they could help with the family farm.
On February 24, 1893 the issue "Resolved that it is
better to be married or unmarried" {Minutes of the Wig De
bate Society, p. 53) was discussed and the verdict was
unanimous for being married.

Again, it was evident that

the members were questioning what was "best" for them, and
possibly if they had made the best choice for them.
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On May 19, 1893 the issue "Resolved that a law be in
troduced which would forbid a male to marry unless he is
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,

the owner of $500''
p. 75) was debated.
the proposition.

The decision was "5 for and 21 against"

The number of people that voted on the

debate was very curious.

The Society's constitution stated

specifically that at the beginning of each meeting, three
judges were chosen by the members who attended that even
ing, but on the evening of May 18, 1893, twenty-six people,
not three, acted as judges.

It is possible that if there

was a law that would forbid a male to marry unless he was·
the owner of $500 many people would not have gotten married;
in 1893 that was quite a bit of money!
On February 3, 1894 the issue "Nobody should take a
married partner who had a different doctrine than the one
he had himself" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 81)
was discussed.

The decision was that "it was better to

have unfettered love" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 81).

The wording of the decision was very interesting

because it appears that the Society chose not to make a
decision for one doctrine or the other, or both, but sug
gested that it was "better to have unfettered love."

The

answer was worded very tenderly.
On February 20, 1902 the proposition "Resolved that
women have better occasion to earn money than men" (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 123) was discussed.
cision was 2:1 for men.

The de

Again that issue reveals that the
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members were questioning woman's influence and role in
life.
On March 6, 1903 the issue "Who would rather get married, a man or a woman?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 124) was debated.

The decision was the "majority decided

that woman" would rather be married.

Once again ilt appears

that the Society did not choose three judges previous to the
debate; instead evidence indicates that the members who at
tended that evening all voted to arrive at a decision.

It

was no wonder that the Society decided that women would
rather be married--they could not vote and there were not
many jobs open to them outside the home!
On February 27, 1902 the last and most surprising debate
topic in the category of women was "Resolved that it is bet
ter to marry one who is rich, mean and nasty than one who is
poor, fine and smiling" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 125).

The verdict was 2:1 for the fine one, and it re

vealed that these Norwegian irrunigrants had a sense of humor
and were able to express themselves in a humorous as well as
in a serious manner.

However, on a serious note, the members

could have been talking about what women should do to estab
lish a secure future by marrying one who has money.

One

doesn't know for sure what gender the question addressed.
Money
Money was a subject that the Wig Debate Society discussed six different times.
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On January 6, 1894 the issue "Resolved that it is bet
ter not to have money than to have it" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 79) was debated.
it was better to have money.

The verdict was that

Again it appears that the So

ciety did not choose three judges for that evening's debate.
On February 17, 1894 the issue was "What is more responsible for money's not circulating around the country,
either Pullitics [politics] or the objects (circumstances)
of issuance'' (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 83).
The verdict was that politics was guilty.

The wording of

the proposition was quite interesting--it appeared a bit
awkward, but did convey the message that either politics or
circumstances were responsible for money not circulating.
On February 24, 1903 the proposition ''Resolved that
wealth has caused more crime than poverty has" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, p. 143) was debated.
was 2:1 for wealth.

The decision

Possibly the issue was chosen because

some of the members were familiar with the effects that
wealth and poverty had on human beings.
On April 30, 1893 the issue "Resolved that it is necessary to help and grant a contribution to Grand Forks Col
lege" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 74) was dis
cussed and the decision was that the "majority voted against
helping the college in the present situation (financial)"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 74).

Grand Forks
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college (now Aaker 's Business College) began in 1891 as a
Norwegian Lutheran college (Grand Forks College Collection,
p. 7) •

On January 30, 1903 the issue ''Was Norway capable of

granting travel stipends and was this activity of use to
Norway's population?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 138) was debated.
travel stipends.

The decision was 2:1 against the

The minutes did not indicate whether the

stipends were for scholars or anybody.

That proposition

seemed to reflect the personality of the Society in that
they were true pioneers and that issue would provide one
with another avenue to explore.

Did some of the members

want to return to Norway for a visit, that was possibly why
the proposition was debated?
On January 28, 1898 the last debate in that category
occurred.

Total translation of the final issue was impos

sible, but what was translated was "Can we do anything for

--ik or not?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 106).
The decision was "unanimous that we can help Miss/Mrs.

--ik"

(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 106).

What-

ever the proposition and decision was, it is apparent from
that debate and from others that the Wig Debate Society's
members were caring people that were considerate of others'
needs--not just their own.

Possibly the woman was a widow.

Prohibition
Issues about some aspect of prohibition were discussed
eight times. Two of the issues were topics for a later debate.
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In 1890 and on January 23, 1892 the issue "Resolved
that hard liquor [brandy] has done more harttt than war"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 25, 45-46) was de
bated.

In the first debate, the decision was unanimous for

liquor, but the second debate in 1892 was 2:1 for war.

The

decision of the second debate seems very surprising con
sidering the mood of the country and the activity of the
Prohibition Party.

Possibly that issue was debated because

liquor proved to be a great threat, especially since it was
compared to war.

Some people may have had their marriage

break up due to liquor.

Liquor was also a much more imme

diate problem than war.
On February 9, 1895 and in March of 1895 the issue
"Would it be useful or not for North Dakota to change the
prohibition law to the (state) liquor store as in Norway?"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 89, 92) was debated
on two different occasions.

The first time the decision

was 2:1 for prohibition, but the second time the issue was
discussed it was 3:0 for the state liquor store.

One North

Dakota far1ner, Ole Ellingson, expressed great disappointment
in a letter to a friend in Norway about the election results
of 1894 and the implications that it had:
I must say that the people made the wrong choice.
For two long, and financially crushing, years we
have lived under the so-called Democratic rule,
and the people were looking forward to . • • to
'94 . . . and thereby [saw] better times ahead.
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But unfortunately, an equally corrupt and socially
destructive party came to power--a party whose
purpose [was] to encourage the monopolists, aristocrats, capitalists, and bloodsuckers.
important thing we lost in the election •
the prohibition law.

The most
•

•

was

Our legislature is made up

of members who are hostile to prohibition (Thor
son, p. 41).
In 1890 the proposition "Resolved that money is the
root of more evil than liquor (Brandy}" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 45) was debated and the decision was
unanimous for liquor.

In that proposition, like the previ

ous ones about prohibition, the evils of liquor were de
bated.

All of the debates occurred in the early years of

the Society.
On February 16, 1895 the issue "Who maintains a saloon
keeper the most, a drinker or a moderate drinker?" (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 90) was discussed and the
decision was 2:1 for the drinker.

That debate topic was

probably arrived at by observation of other's habits.

The

issue seems so simple, if not trivial, but drinking was an
issue that the members appeared to take seriously.

The

Society seemed to place much importance on behavior that
was morally and ethically appropriate.

That topic also

illustrated the split in the movement toward total abstinence.
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On March 2, 1895 the issue "Is it too trivial for the
people and the state to send a fallen drunkard into a
springwater cure?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 91) was debated.

The decision was 2:1 for the watercure.

Possibly springwater was a place to vacation at, a resort.
It may have been a folk remedy for alcoholism or else a hot
springs rehabilitation program, or possibly something else ,
but the definition for the springwater cure could not be
located.

Springwater was probably the purest water on

earth and maybe it was believed to cleanse the person.

That

debate was another example of the compassion the members
had for fellow human beings.
On March 13, 1897 the last debate in that category occurred.

The issue could not be totally translated because

the script had become illegible, but what was translated
was "

is better or the Prohibition Law" (Minutes of

the Wig Debate Society, p. 103).

This issue was debated

and the decision was unanimous for Prohibition •
•

Farming:
The Wig Debate Society had three different topics that
discussed some aspects of farming.
In 1890 the first debate was "Resolved that protectionism is better than free trade" (Minutes of the Wig De
bate Society, p. 17).
protectionism.

The decision was unanimous for

That issue was timely because of ''the

McKinLey Tariff Act of 1890" (Garraty, p. 625) which pro
tected American farmers from foreign competition.

The
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debate topic probably came from the Grand Forks Herald, a
topic much in the news.
On February 25, 1893 the proposition "Resolved that it
is advantageous for farmers in North Dakota to begin with
mixed farming instead of wheat growing" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 68) was discussed and the "slight ma
jority [was] for wheat-growing" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, p. 68).

Mixed farming was when one would plant

more than one cereal or crop in different areas of one's
land.

It seems curious that the debate was about farming

practices in North Dakota, while the majority of the mem
bers were residents of Minnesota and the debates were held
in Bygland Township, Minnesota.

The Red River Valley was

overwhelmingly a one crop area, wheat.
The issue "Resolved that wheat raising is more bene
ficial to the North Dakota farmer than stock raising" was
debated in 1890 (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 15).
The verdict was unanimous for wheat raising.
less capital and less know-how.

Wheat took

The debate does suggest

that there was concern over the problem of a one crop
economy--or only one source of income.

The winters in the

Valley were too long for cattle and much land would be in
hay for fodder.

Again the proposition was about North

Dakota's farming practices and the Society members appeared
to have a strong interest in farming practices.
In 1890 the last proposition about farming was "Which
is best, for the farmer and the worker to work for so much
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a month as the far·1rters get a barrel per acre and for the day
during harvest and in the harvest, three barrels" (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 93).
money.

The decision was 2:0 for

Though the proposition was worded awkwardly, it was

evident that the issue was what was the best manner to be
paid, in money or wheat.
Technology
The category of technology included five different debate topics.
In 1890 the issue "Resolved that the press has been
more useful than the vote" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Soci
ety, p. 42) was discussed and the decision was unanimous
for the press.
On January 30, 1892 the issue "Resolved that wood is
more indispensible than iron or steel" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, pp. 46-47) was debated and the decision was
two for iron and one for wood.

That issue was debated prob

ably because of the influence of the Industrial Revolution;
wood was being replaced by iron and steel in some instances.
In 1890 the issue "Resolved that the pen is mightier
than the sword" (Minutes of the Wib Debate Society, p. 16)
was debated and the decision was 2:1 for the pen.
On January 28, 1898 the proposition "Resolved that
navigation is of greater interest than the railroad" (Min
utes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 107) was debated and the
decision was unanimous for the railroad.

Norway was
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primarily a maritime society, but travel by ship was not
limited to Norway.

In the Red River Valley, both ship and

rail travel were common modes of transportation.

The rail

road became very important to them because that meant one
could travel and transport wheat to Minneapolis.
On May 31, 1893 the final proposition was "Which is
more useful, to subscribe to newspapers or not?" (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 76).

The verdict was eight

votes against and five votes for newspapers.

Again the

number of people that voted on the verdict was more than
the three specified in the by-laws.

Possibly the Norwegians

wanted the flexibility of being able to buy per issue in
stead of paying for a subscription.
Education
The Wig Debate Society had a total of eight different
debates in the category of education.
On November 14, 1890 the issue "Resolved that compulsory education is better than free" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 18) was debated.

The decision was for

free education or non-compulsory attendance.

Possibly the

decision was for free education because the farmers needed
help from their children in tending the farm.
In !890 the issue "Who needs higher school education,
the farmer or the merchant in town?" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 36) was debated.
mous for the merchant.

The decision was unani

That issue appears to be a compari

son of the rural and the urban dweller.
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In 1890 the issue "Resolved that it is better to give
a girl a better schooling instead of a boy" (Minutes of the
Wig Debate Society, p. 37) was debated and the verdict was
2:1 for the boy.

That issue may have come from the belief

that education was generally for women, while men did not
have as much need to be educated because their role was
much more physical.

Women had fewer options but it was

usually preferred that they were knowledgeable about the
world.

Sometimes the women would have a college education

and then apply that education when balancing the family
farm's books.
On January 22, 1893 the issue "Resolved that it is
advantageous for the Norwegian population of America to
have English school and not Norwegian school" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, p. 63) was debated, and the deci
sion was unanimous that it was best to learn Norwegian and
English simultaneously.

The theme of preserving the Nor

wegian language seemed very important to many of Norway's
immigrants, and the fact that the Society members believed
it important to have instruction in English as well repre
sents a desire for self-improvement.

"Norwegian School"

was common at that time, but was attended in addition to
the public, English speaking, schools.
On March 28, 1897 the issue ''Who is of greater use to
the society, a man with capital and common sense (education)
or a highly learned man?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Soci
ety, p. 104) was discussed, and the verdict was unanimous
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for the man with capital and common sense.

In that propo

sition, it appears as though the Society does not only
analyze the relationship between knowledge and money, but
also which was better.

That was certainly a good American

view, but probably also Norwegian.
On January 31, 1902 the issue "Resolved that it is
better to have graded schools than to have schools as we
now have them" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 119)
was debated, and the decision was 2:1 for graded schools.
Graded schools cost more money, were a better quality, and
the state pushed graded schools over ungraded.
On November 14, 1890 the issue "Resolved that wealth
without learning is better than learning without wealth"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p� 18) was debated but
no decision was given because of illegible minutes.

The

proposition was very interesting, and revealed that the
Society had a philosophical nature.

That debate topic re

vealed that learning and wealth were important to the Nor
wegians.

Nor.way was one of the most literate countries.

On April 28, 1895 the final debate in the category of
education was "Resolved that no one has voting rights be
fore he can read the American constitution in English"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 95).

The verdict

was 2:1 for being able to read the constitution in English
before voting rights were granted.

That proposition was

very interesting and the evidence supported the belief that
the Wig Debate Society members were honestly trying to
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become responsible citizens.
•

•

•

It was believed that possibly

Norwegian inunigrants assimilated more fully while maintaining a high degree of ethnicity than any other European,
white Protestant, emigrant group.
Law
The Wig Debate Society had a total of three issues that
were about some aspect of law.
On March 11, 1893 the proposition "Is it right to obey
unreasonable and harmful laws?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, p. 70) was debated and the majority decided that
it was not right to obey harmful and unreasonable laws.
That issue may have been debated because some of the laws in
the United States varied from the laws in Norway and pos
sibly some of the members did not like various laws.
On January 20, 1894 the proposition "Which is better,
to have a jury or a judge?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate So
ciety, p. 80) was debated and the decision was for a jury.
Norway did not have a jury system like in the United States;
instead it had judges.

They undoubtedly preferred judges

(Gjerset, p. 431).
On April 3, 1897 the last issue discussed in the category of law was "Would it be just to limit the pension law?"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 105).
was 2:1 for the pension law.

The verdict

Possibly what the members

were referring to would have been the Dependent Pension Act
of June 27, 1890.

That Act maintained that there would be
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The Chicago Exposition was morally questionable because of
the liquor, cardplaying, gambling, and the dancing girls.
The midway hedonism was a secular delight and provided a
perfect topic for debate.

The Sabbath question was also of

primary concern because so many different cultures partici
pated in the exposition.
The issue "What has more influence, music or speakers?"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 71) was debated and
the decision was that music had more influence.
On March 3, 1894 the issue "Which is more harmful,
either cardplaying or dancing?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, p. 84) was debated and the verdict was that danc
ing was more harmful.

Both cardplaying and dancing, "While

not condemned outright . . . found [a] hospitable allie in
liquor" (Atherton, p. 84).

It appeared that the Society

members were trying to arrive at a conclusion on what
morally questionable activities, if any, were socially
acceptable.

Dancing could lead to illegitimate sex and was

almost always accompanied by liquor, therefore dancing was
morally wrong.
On March 24, 1895 the proposition "Is it necessary for
youths to have meetings and dances" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 94) was debated, and the decision was
unanimous for meetings and dances.

The Society's decision

seemed inconsistent with the views expressed earlier.

Gen

erally " . . . youngsters were taught to avoid . . . dancing,
liquor, and cards . . . [though they were] not condemned
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outright" (Atherton, p. 73).

Again the morality of dancing,

cards, and liquor had provided a controversial topic for
debate.
On December 7, 1895, the issue "Has mankind powers of
resistance to both good and evil?'' (Minutes of the Wig De
bate Society, p. 100) was debated and the verdict was
unanimous that mankind has powers of "resistance."

The

theme of that proposition was whether human beings were
responsible for their actions.

In Lane Cooper's transla

tion of The Rhetoric of Aristotle, it was explained that:
Actions [were] caused by reason . • • they [were]
thought expedient as ends, or means to an end,
and [were] done on [that] account.

The man who

lack[ed] self-restraint [would], of course, do a
certain number of expedient things, not, however
on [that] account, but for pleasure (Aristotle,
p. 58).
That issue debated seemed quite serious, and may have con
cerned the Society deeply.
Religion
The Wig Debate Society had two propositions that were
about religion.
On November 21, 1902 the issue "Resolved that it is not
seemly to hold exhibitions or shows in Church" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, p. 126) was discussed and the deci
sion was 2:1 against exhibitions.

Oddly enough "various
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fund-raising and social activities were popular . • . and
on such occasions, whole families met at some private home,
at the parsonage, or in the Church for entertainment and
fellowship" (Atherton, p. 188).

On many occasions, especi

ally in small townships, the Church was the only place in
town that had enough space for large groups of people to
congregate indoors.
On February 20, 1903 the issue "Resolved that the
church has done more for civilization's spread than com
merce" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 142) was dis
cussed.

The verdict was 2:1 for the Church.

The Society

may have come to that decision because the Church was often
the township's meeting place; in any case, to vote for com
merce would have been a slap at the Church--hardly acceptable
in a small, rural community!

The average Norwegian would

not be engaging in "commerce."
Identity
The Wig Debate Society had eight debates that related
to identity.

Those issues discussed were about the rela

tionship the immigrants had with Norway and America.

The

issues also illustrated the conflict in identity that sometimes occurred.
In 1890 at two different meetings the issue "Resolved
that it is better to live in America than in Norway" (Min
utes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 13, 33) was debated.
In the first debate the decision was 2:1 for Norway, but
the second debate's verdict was illegible.

Possibly that
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issue was discussed twice,and during the first year of the
Society's existence,because some of the members felt am
bivalent about their choice to immigrate to America.

Ole

Ellingson's ambivalence was reflected in his letter to a
friend in Norway:
If the conflicts and striving for daily bread
were not pressing at home, there would not be a
spot on earth which could take the place of lit
tle and poor Norway, and it wouldn't be long
before I'd be living in Hallingdal again (Thor
son, p. 4 0) .
The debates could have served as a way of reassuring one
that the correct decision was made.
In 1890 and on January 7, 1893 the proposition "Re
solved that it is better to stand under a Republic instead
of a Monarchy" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 26,
61) was debated.

The verdict of the first debate was 2:1

for a Republic but the decision of the second debate was
unanimous for the Monarchy.

Possibly the decision of the

first debate--2:1 for a Republic--stemrned from the excite
ment and loyalty of being a part of a different form of
government and maybe the second debate verdict was an indi
cation that the members were missing Norway's form of government.

•

On May 5, 1895 the issue "Resolved that we Norwegian-

Americans ought to help Norway in case they go to war with
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Sweden" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 96) was dis
cussed and the decision was unanimous for helping Norway.
That debate topic clearly revealed that the members identi
fied not only with the United States, but also with Norway.
Norway was experiencing extremely hostile feelings towards
Sweden during the last decade of the nineteenth century
because Norway wanted a separate consular service.

On

"January 1, 1895 . • • a bill was passed, providing that
[Norway's] joint consular service [with Sweden] should [be]
terminate[d]'' (Gjerset, p. 565).
In 1890 the issue "Resolved that it is better to estab
lish a 4th of July in a country or not at all" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, p. 34) was debated but the decision
was not known because the handwriting in that part of the
minutes was illegible.

The possible reason the topic was

chosen for debate could have been to decide if expressing
one's patriotism was an important tradition.
On May 12, 1895 the proposition "Which is more inter
esting to celebrate, the 17th of May [Norway's independence
day] or the 4th of July" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Soci
ety, p. 97) was discussed and the verdict was 2:1 for the
July 4th celebration.

The immigrants may have felt ambiva

lent about celebrating July 4th.

To celebrate the Fourth

of July "many villages . . . held public dinners at which
leading citizens drank patriotic toasts . . . [there was]
music and entertainment • . . [but the] celebrations were
basically commemorative in nature" (Atherton, p. 203).
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B.

s.

The last debate in the category of identity was "Was
Bjornson worthy of the adulation he received at his

birthday?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 137).

The

debate occurred on January 16, 1903 and the decision was 3:0
against Bjornson.

Bjornson wrote Norway's national anthem

and was loved by many Norwegians for creating such a beau
tiful song, yet when he toured the West, including the Red
River Valley, he was condescending to the immigrants, the
Church, and he supported Norway and Sweden's union.

Bjorn

son was not the man they had grown to love; he had become
an atheist and his visit was probably a major disappointment.
Labor Relations
The category of labor relations contains a group of
five debates that discuss the relationship between capitalist and laborer.
In 1890, on April 1, 1893, and on December 1, 1893
the proposition "resolved that the laboring man is more
responsible for the hard times than the moneyed man" (Min
utes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 17, 73, 77) was de
bated.

The decision of the first debate was not recorded

in the minutes, the verdict of the second debate was that
the majority of the laborers (farmers) were responsible,
and the verdict of the third debate was that the capital
ists were guilty.

The topic for the debate probably came

from the rural-urban conflict between the far1ner and the
people at the Minneapolis mills.
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In 1890 the issue ''Resolved that the Capitalist is
more unreasonable than the laborer" was debated and the
decision was 2:1 for the laborer (Minutes of the Wig Debate
Society, p. 41).

The decision for that debate seemed in

consistent with the views the Seciety shared in their pre
vious discussions.

One would think that the members may

empathize with the laborers because the members were more
often than not laborers as well.
In 1890 the final debate in the category of labor re
lations was "Resolved that the Capitalist is more unreason
able than the laborer" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 44).

The decision was 2:1 for the laborer.

That deci

sion seemed more appropriate than the issue mentioned before.
Miscellaneous Issues
The last category of the Wig Debate Society was mis
cellaneous issues.

Those issues included a variety of

topics that were not appropriate for any other category of
debate.

There were a total of twelve debate topics.

The issue "Resolved that fire has done more harm than
water" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 23-24, 52-54)
was debated at two different meetings and both times the
decision was 2:1 for fire as the culprit.
the issue was debated were 1890 and 1891.

The years that
•

•

Fire was a maJor

threat to the settlers on the prairie, and that debate was
not an unusual one.
On January 24, 1902 and in 1890 the issue "Resolved
that it is better to live in town or in the country"
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(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 28-29, 111) was
debated and the decision for the first issue was unanimous
for the country, whereas in 1890 the decision was in the
first vote 2:1 for town and then for some reason they de
cided to have a second vote and the verdict of the second
vote was 3:2 for the country.
in the second vote was odd.

The number of people voting
That second voting incident

was just another example of the sometimes inconsistent ac
tions of the Wig Debate Society.
In 1891 the issue "Resolved that nature is more pleas
ant to life than art" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 31) was discussed, and the verdict was unanimous for
nature.

The decision was not a surprise because the Nor

wegian people have always been very comfortable with nature.
The comparison of nature to art could possibly reveal that
the Norwegian immigrant viewed nature as art by itself.
On March 2, 1895 the issue "Resolved that it is more
pleasant to seek a thing than to have a thing" (Minutes of
the Wig Debate Society, p. 91) was debated and the decision
was unanimous for having a thing.

The question that was

being debated was whether pleasure was derived from learn
ing about something or possessing an object.

The question

had a philosophical nature to it and seemed to demonstrate
the importance placed on knowledge.
On March 25, 1894 the proposition "Would it be useful
for America to begin shooting societies [marksmanship] as
they have [had] in Norway?" (Minutes of the Wig Debate
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Socie ty, P· 86) was debated and the verdict was unanimous
for shooting societies.

Shooting societies seemed to have

been popular among the Norwegian immigrants because twenty
three years before that debate took place "the Scandinavian
Society organized a Rifle Company . . . name[d] the Minne
apolis Scandinavian Rifle Company . • .

[with a membership

totaling] between 50 and 60" (Minneapolis Tribune, 1 Apr.
1871).

The Scandinavian Rifle Company was not the only so

ciety of its kind in Minneapolis:
[met] • . .

''The Norwegian Rifle Club

[and] a rather heated debate took place on what

name the organization should have.

The name 'Sons of Nor

way' was strongly supported but not definitely decided on"
(Sons of Norway).

Shooting societies appeared to be a

society that Norwegians brought with them to America and
they were important enough to the immigrant that he chose
to continue participating.
On December 23, 1895 the issue ''Resolved that there is
more waste of food and drink than of clothes in America"
(Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, p. 78) was debated and
the decision was 2:1 for clothes.

The debate topic seems

quite aware of the wastefulness of Americans and that one
might consider becoming a thriftier person.

Possibly the

members believed that Norwegians were thrifty or frugal and
Americans were wasteful.
In 1890 the proposition ''Resolved that the Negro has
suffered more from the white population than the Indian
has" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society, pp. 12, 19) was
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debated on two different occasions.

The first time the

issue was debated the verdict was 2:1 for the Negro while
the second time the topic was discussed the decision was
2:1 for the Indian.

The subject of the topic seems to

signify the awareness of inter-racial tension.
In 1890 the issue ''Resolved that it is better to have
a store in the country or not at all" (Minutes of the Wig
Debate Society, p. 42) was debated and the decision was
2:1 against having a store in the country.

Possibly the

reason why they arrived at that verdict was because some of
the people in Bygland Township were owners of stores in the
country and they were unable to compete with the larger
stores' prices.
In 1891 the issue ''Who is better blood either the Nor
wegian or the trumpet" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Society,
p. 35) was debated.

The verdict was 4 for the Norwegian

and 1 for the trumpet.

What that debate meant was not un

derstood by the author or the translator.
The final debate in the category of miscellaneous
issues and in the Wig Debate Society was held on April 24,
1892.

The unique aspect of the debate was that no topic

was entered in the minutes but what was entered was "a very
important debate occurred [and] the highest court [?] was
used to judge the debate" (Minutes of the Wig Debate Soci
ety, p. 56).

The secret nature of that particular debate

was unusual for the Society.
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Annual Debate Pattern
Next the Wig Debate Society will be analyzed according
to the pattern in which the debates occurred.

The Wig De

bate Society began in 1890 and the last debate was held on
February 24, 1903.
1890
The Society began in 1890 and during that first year
there were nine meetings held.

The debates were about a

variety of issues, and there did not appear to be a favored
issue.
1891
In 1891 the Society met and debated a total of twenty
one times.

Issues about women were debated three times,

and government, prohibition, and education were debated
twice.

There was also one issue about technology and one

about labor relations.
1892
The Society debated a total of eight times; twice they
discussed an issue about women, and at the rest of the
meetings prohibition, technology, immigration, government,
and miscellaneous issues were the subjects that were dis
cussed.
1893
In 1893 the number of debates increased from eight the
year before to fifteen.

Two debate subjects were government,
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two subjects were education, two were morality, two sub
jects were about farming, and two debates were also about
women.
1894
In 1894 only seven debates were held.

Of the debates

held, two were about some aspect of the death penalty and
one debate about women, morality, law, and miscellaneous
issues was held.
1895
During the year of 1895 twelve meetings were held and
at one of the meeting dates no debate occurred because of
lack of members, but during two other meetings two issues
were debated instead of just one, therefore, out of the
twelve meetings, there was a total of thirteen debates.
Prohibition was the issue that was discussed the most, and
immigration and morality were also addressed.
1897
There were no debates recorded for 1896 and no reason
for their absence was given.

In 1897 the Society resumed,

but debated only five times.

The five propositions in

cluded a wide variety of subjects addressed; there was no
definite theme for that year's debates.
1898
In 1898 there were only two debates and each was held
in January.

One debate could not be totally translated due
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to the illegibility of the minutes, but the other debate
was about technology.
1902
The Wig Debate Society did not meet after 1898 until
•

Again, the absence was not explained in the minutes.

1902.

In 1902 there were twelve propositions debated; each was
quite different, and there was no set theme of the issues
discussed.
ported.

It was the year 1902 when fines were first re

There was a fine of 4¢ for staring and a 3¢ fine

for spitting.
1903
The final year for the Society was 1903 and during
that year five issues were debated.

Each issue was very

different; again there was no specific theme to the sub
jects debated.
Debate Propositions
And finally the Wig Debate Society's issues will be
divided into two types of propositions:

a proposition of

policy and a proposition of judgment.
Policy Propositions
Out of a total of ninety-four debates, there were thir
teen propositions of policy.

Four of the propositions were

about women, three were about the death pe·nalty, two were
about government, and there were four other debates--one
about identity, one about immigration, one about prohibition,
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and the last was a miscellaneous issue.
Judgment Propositions
The remaining eighty-one issues were propositions of
judgment.

An example of that type of proposition would be

"Resolved that it is better to marry one who is rich, mean
and nasty than one who is poor, fine and smiling" (Minutes
of the Wig Debate Society, p. 125).

That was a proposition

of judgment because it made a value judgment.
The Debate Societies' Similarities
and Differences
The issues debated, the years the societies met, and
the types of propositions used have been explained.
I

Now

that the debates have been analyzed, the similarities and
then differences of each society will be explained.
Similarities
Both societies held meetings in 1890, 1891, 1893, and
in 1894.

They debated some of the same issues but not dur

ing the same years.

The issues shared were:

the death

penalty, women's right to vote, country life versus city
life, war versus liquor, the sword versus the pen, married
versus unmarried, immigration, preservation of the Norwe
gian language, and the Negro/Indian question.
Each society was structured similarly with a president,
vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and jury.

The secre

tary of each society was responsible for recording the
minutes.

Propositions of judgment were debated more
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frequently than propositions of policy.

Neither society

indicated why it ended.
Differences
There appeared to be more differences than similari
ties among the two societies.

Goodhue County was one of

the first areas in Minnesota to be settled by Norwegian
inunigrants and therefore the Forward Debate Society, being
in a more developed area, probably came into contact with
new ideas and inventions sooner.
formalness in that society.

That may have caused the

Unlike the Wig Debate Society,

the Forward Debate Society repeated a lot of issues.

The

Wig Debate Society seldom repeated issues and had a large
variety of topics.

The Wig Debate Society's last debate

occurred in 1903, whereas the Forward Debate Society held
their last debate in 1894.

The Forward Debate Society

did not allow a Bible to be used to prove an argument where
as the Wig Debate Society may have; the minutes did not
specify one way or another.

The spelling and grammar of

the Forward Debate Society was very good, while the Wig
Debate Society's punctuation and spelling was chaotic.
The Society started its own newspaper, appropriately named
The Viking.

In 1902 the Society also started fining people

for such things as spitting and staring.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis has given background on literary and de
bating societies, the Lyceum, and the Chautauqua to estab
lish the mood of the United States in the nineteenth cen
tury.

The Forward and Wig Debating Societies were analyzed

using three different criteria:

the categories of the topics

debated, the annual pattern in which the debates occurred,
and by the type of propositions that were debated.

Once

each society was analyzed, the similarities and differences
were noted.
Summary and Conclusiqns
The first literary and debate society in America appeared to be the Spy Club of Harvard, established in 1722.
The first known society not affiliated with a university
was Benjamin Franklin's Junta club.

Private literary and

debate societies served as organizations for inunigrants
that helped to ease the assimilation process from old to
new world.
With the influence of the literary and debate societies, the social climate was conducive to Josiah Holbrook's
new society.

Josiah Holbrook established the first lyceum

in 1826 in Millbury, Massachusetts.
90

Literary and debate
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societies were not related except for the fact that both be
gan in the east and moved westward--the first began in the
eighteenth century, and the second began in the nineteenth.
As people moved westward and conununities were established,
the lyceum followed along.
In the United States the literary and debate societies
and the lyceum provided an atmosphere conducive to self
improvement.

The Chautauqua provided another avenue for

social and cultural expression.
On August 4, 1874, John H. Vincent and Lewis Miller
founded the Chautauqua program.

Originally its purpose was

to educate Sunday School teachers; however the Chautauqua
rapidly expanded its course offerings and its popular appeal.

The Chautauqua was not a single coherent plan

directed by one man or group of men, but a response to an
unspoken demand and a sensitive alertness to the cravings
of millions of people for "something better."
With the foundation of the literary and debate soci
eties, the lyceum, and the Chautauqua, the necessary back•

•

ground to develop successful immigrant debate societies
was provided.

As stated earlier, Carlton C. Qualey believed

that "Norwegian inunigrants had a compulsion for success
and they liked organizations that established them in with
the business community" (Qualey, 4 Feb. 1983).

They could

work toward attaining success through participating in de
bate organizations.

Of all ethnic groups that emigrated

to the United States, Scandinavians had the greatest number
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of people who attended evening school, and who were concerned
with self-improvement ("Which Nationals Attend the Evening
Schools Most Regularly?").
Inunigrants formed debate societies for the purposes of
improving one's self mentally, morally, to provide enter
tainment, and a social release, promote general education,
create interest in politics, promote reading and discussion of
literature, and develop debate and public speaking skills.
The Forward Debate Society was founded in 1889 and the
Wig Debate Society was founded in 1890.

The Forward Debate

Society had more structure to it, but there was no refer
ence of a parliamentary procedure book being used.

It

should be noted though that Robert's Rules of Order were
published in Norweigan in the early twentieth century.
Since a book about parliamentary procedure was

published

in Norwegian, one can only wonder how many other societies
similar to the Forward and Wig Debate Societies there were
that did use a parliamentary procedure book.
The debate topics of both the Forward and Wig Debate
Societies reflected the struggle these individuals experi
enced in order to become civically responsible.

Both soci

eties appeared to keep abreast on current events; that was
reflected by examining the subjects debated and correlating
with issues in the newspaper at that time.
As stated earlier, both societies shared some debate
topics, these topics included:

the death penalty, women's

right to vote, country life versus city life, war versus
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liquor, married versus unmarried, immigration, preservation
of the Norwegian language, and the Negro/Indian question.
The Wig Debate Society had a larger variety of topics that
were discussed and also met for more years.
Recommendations
This thesis has only scratched the surface of immigrant
debating societies.

Future scholars could compare the same

Norwegian immigrant societies with others that met during
the same time in either the Pacific Northwest or Northeast.
Another possibility would be to compare a Norwegian debating
society with another ethnic debate society that met during
the same time period.

One could compare Norwegian immigrant

debating societies with others that existed during different
time periods.

And finally, one could correlate each issue

debated with the news stories of the day.

'
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FORWARD DEBATE SOCIETY MEMBERS
Hans Bordson
O.

s.

Dyrkoren

Olaf Fallingstad
Johan Fredriksen
G. Frigaard
Edward Haller
Hammer
P. Kvalog
O. S. Kyllo

o.

Lerfold

R. O. Lund
Gunder Myron
Nels Nesseth
Olaf Nordvold
Ole Ofslie
John Petterson
G. Smaagaard
N. A. Stageberg
A. H. Tongen
Peter Traelstad
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WIG DEBATE SOCIETY MEMBERS
A. Aaneson

Annund Flaat

Torgus Aaneson

Kittle Flaat

Tarald Alaurensen

S. K. Flaat

Gunder Anstad

Arney Fladland

Martin Anstring

Ole K. Froisnes

H. Asbjornson

C. O. Gorder

Torkil Aslakson

Ole o. Gorder

T. Aukhus

Knud Grunderson

Aanen Austad

Osmund Grunderson

Austin Bakeson

Arny Grundyson

A. Bakken

Dreng Grundyson

B. Bakken

Knud Grundyson

H. S. Bakken

Gunder Halvorson

J.

Bakken

Halvor Halvorson

Osten Bakken

Julius Halvorson

Torger Bargen

Tharald Halvorson

Bjug Brokke

Torgus Halvorson

Knud Brokke

H. K. Hamre

Torgus Brokke

Ole E. Hannen

C. Dahle

Ole Hanson

c.

s.

Danelson

A. Edwardson

c.

Edwardson

Elias Hedemark
Osmund Hedevik
Halvor G. Helle

Nil Egeland

Knute Hendyson

Arne Flaat

T. Janson
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Leiv Jansson

John Salveson

J. C. Jarl

Erik Solblom

Leif Johnson

Gustav Solblom

S. Johnson

E. T. Sollom

Thor Johnson

Julius Sollom

J. Jansen

Gjermund J. Sordal

Gunder Knudsen

Ole T. Sordal

Ole Knudson

A. Soredahl

Peter Knudson

Knud Sverkeson

Bjorn Knutson

Ole Syrvist

Around Lageson

Knud Tellefson

Knud K. Lageson

Gunder Thompson

Gunder Lande

Gunder Torbinson

Kittle Myron

Gursten Torbinson

Emil Nelson

Ole Torbinson

Thomas Nelson

Thomas Torbinson

Ole Newton

Jan Torbjornson

Ole B. Nirland

John Torbjornson

Ole Norbo

Ole Torbjornson

Ola Olson

Thomas Torbjornson

Ole Olson

A. Torkelson

Tarkal Olson

Mikkel Trydal

F. D. Ose

Tarjei Trydal

Ole D. Ose

N. C. Wagner

T. D. Ose
Danil Reierson
O. Salgeson
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Forward Debate Society Minutes
1889 - Jan. 24

Vol. I

1891 - Feb. 6

Jan. 24, 1889
Q. Resolved that Country Life is more advantageous than
City Life.
D.

2:1 in favor of City Life.

Jan. 31, 1889
Q. Resolved that Women should have the Vote.
D.

Unanimously against female suffrage,
danger the fabric of society.

which would en

Feb. 7, 1889
Q. War has done more harm than Strong Drink.
D.

2:1 for Strong Drink

Feb. 14, 1889
Q. Death penalty
D.

2:1 against abolition

Feb. 21, 1889
Q. Which type of farming was most. advantageous
to the
.
farmer: cattle, chicken, grain, pigs, etc •.?
D.

Unanimous for raising hogs.

Feb. 28, 1889
Q. Which has done the most for civilization, the Stearn
Engine or the Printing Press?
D.

2:1 for Printing Press

March 7, 1889
The Sword vs. The Pen
Q.
D.

2:1 for Pen

March 14, 1889
Q. Resolved that it is better to be married than unmar
ried.
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D.

Decision was violently opposed by G. Frigaard on
grounds that: 1) such topics did not belong in our
club and 2) the heat of the discussion might lead
one to offend someone without meaning to.

It was decided to ''bury and forget'' the topic because of
the sensitivity to some members.
March 14, 1889
Q . Resolved that the Prohibition Party is a noble cause
and not a waste of energy.
D.

2:1 Prohibition Party had not justified its useful
ness.

May 1, 1889
Q . High vs. Low Tariffs
D.

2:1 in favor of Low Tariffs

Jan. 8, 1890
Q. Immigration to the U.S. should cease.
D.

3:1 for cessation

Jan. 17, 1890
Q. Who discovered America, Leif Erikson or Columbus?
D.

The members' bias led to indecision.

Q.

Resolved that country life is more advantageous than
city life.

D.

Unanimous for country life

Feb. 22, 1890
Resolved that Woman's Position is more difficult than
Q.
Man's.
D.

2:1 for affirmative

March 1, 1890
Q. Resolved that Wealth has caused more crime than poverty.
D.

Unanimous for poverty
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Jan. 3, 1890
Q. Resolved that wealth has had more influence on con
temporary society than knowledge has.
D.

2:1 for knowledge

Feb. 15, 1890
Q. Resolved that immigration should cease.
D.

2:1 against

March 6, 1890
Q. Prohibition will do more to eliminate drunkenness than
High License.
D.

2:1 for Prohibition

March 22, 1890*
Q. Resolved that Journalism has a greater influence on
a human being than the Art of Speaking.
1. Forward society was affiriclative
2. Minneola Club was negative
D.

Unanimous for negative or Minneola

March 29, 1890
Q. Resolved that a direct election is better than an
indirect election (of Senators).
D.

2:1 for Direct

April 4, 1890
Q. Resolved that Fear has greater influence than Love.
D.

Unanimous for Love.

Dec. 12, 1890
Q. Will the Alliance Party be more advantageous to farm
ers than either of the two old parties?
D.

3:0 for Farmers Alliance

Jan. 9, 1891
Q. Resolved that George Washington did more for this
country than Abraham Lincoln.
*In this debate the Minneola Club debated the Forward Club.
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D.

2:1 for Washington

Jan. 16, 1891
Q.
Resolved that Im.migration should be stopped.
D.

2:1 for Stopping

Jan. 23, 1891
Q.

D.

?

2:1 for No Strikes
End of First Set of Minutes
Forward Debate Society Minutes

Vol. II

Feb. 6, 1891
Q. Prohibition has done more than High License for the
Abolition of Drunkenness.
D.

2:1 for High License

Feb. 13, 1891
Q . Resolved that the machine is harmful to the laboring
man.
D.

Poor attendance and no fruitful discussion made the
debate a failure.
**There was then a two year unexplained pause.
society started again February 6, 1893.

The

Feb. 6, 1893
Im migration should cease.
Q.
D.

Unanimously, for not stopping immigration

Feb. 17, 1893
Resolved that liquor has caused more sorrow than war.
Q.
D.

2:1 Liquor was the greater culprit

10 5
March 2, 1893
Q. Resolved that direct elections are preferable to in
direct.
D.

2:1 for indirect

March 4, 1893
Q . Resolved that the reading of newspapers should be
limited.
D.

2:1 for affirmative

March 9, 1893
Q. Resolved that the death penalty should be abolished.
D.

Unanimous for abolishment

March 16, 1893
Q. Resolved that one can learn more by reading than by
studying nature.
D.

3:0 in favor of nature study

March 20, 1893
Q. Resolved that women should have the right to vote.
D.

3:0 against voting.

Jan. 10, 1894
Q. Are American institutions and our liberty threatened
from anywhere else?
D.

3:0 for affirmative

Jan. 17, 1894
Q. Resolved that labor has done more to develop this
country than capital has.
D.

3:0 for labor

Q.

Country life vs. City life

D.

3:0 for City life
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Jan. 24, 1894
Q. Limited Monarchy is preferable to a Republican form
of government.
D.

3:0 for Republican form of government

Jan. 31, 1894
Q. Direct or Indirect Elections
D.

3:0 for Direct

Feb. 5, 1894
Q. Resolved that Norwegians should preserve the Norwe
gian language in this country.
D.

3:0 for retention of Norwegian

Feb. 10, 1894
Q. Resolved that the standing ar1ny should be abolished.
D.

3:0 for continuance of the army

Feb. 17, 1894
Q. Resolved that wealth has produced more crime than
poverty has.
D.

3:0 favored the criminal propensities of the poor

Q.

Resolved that we produce enough without more immigrants: wheat is 50¢ a bushel.

D.

3:0 stopping of inunigration

Feb. 24, 1894
Q. Resolved that Mother does more for the comfort of
the home than the Father does.
D.

Unanimous for the Mother.

March 3, 1894
Q. Resolved that the death penalty ought to be abolished.
D.

3:0 to retain it

March 7, 1894
Q. Resolved that farming is better for the country than
manufacturing.
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Q.

Resolved that women ought to have the right to vote.

D.

3:0 for female suffrage

March 17, 1894
Q. Resolved that the civilized have committed more
crimes than the uncivilized.
D.

Unanimously in favor of civilization

Q.

The Indian has suffered more from whites than the
Negro has.

D.

3:0 for the Negro

March 31, 1894
Q. Resolved that one can learn more from traveling and
studying nature than from reading books.
D.

Unanimous for books (book learning is essential in
order to understand the universe)

April 14, 1894
Q. Resolved that high license can do more to abolish the
evils of drunkenness than can prohibition.
D.

3:0 for high license

May, 1894
Q. Resolved that the art of speaking has greater influ
ence on people than the reading of literature.
Q.

Resolved that Woman's position in life is harder than
Man's.
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MINUTES OF THE WIG DEBATE SOCIETY
1890 - Feb. 24, 1903
Q.

Resolved that the Negro has suffered more from the
white population than the Indian has.

D.

2 for the Negro, 1 for the Indian

Q.

Resolved that it is better to live in America than
Norway.

D.

2 for Norway, 1 for America

Q.

Resolved that money has more influence on men than
women do.

D.

2 for money, 1 for women
•

•

Q.

Resolved that wheat raising is more
beneficial
to
the
•
•
North Dakota farn1er than stock raising.

D.

Unanimous for wheat

Q.

Resolved that money is mightier than the sword.

D.

2 for the pen, 1 for sword

Q.

Resolved that protectionism is better than free trade.

D.

Unanimous for protectionism

Q.

Resolved that the laboring man is more responsible
for the hard times than the moneyed man.

D.

---?
•

•

(NO INFORMATION GIVEN)

Nov. 14, 1890
Q. Resolved that compulsory education is better than
free.
D.

Verdict in favor of free education
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Nov. 14, 1890
Q. Resolved that wealth without learning is better than
learning without wealth.
D.

---?
•

Feb. 21,
?
Q. Resolved that the Negro has had a bit more harm from
the white p opulation than the Indian has.
D.

2 for the Indian, 1 for the Negro

Feb. 28, 1891
Q. Resolved that it is better to stick with the Old
Party than to found a new one.
D.

Unanimous for the new party (LIVELY DEBATE)

Q.

Resolved that it is better to marry before 25 years
instead of after.

D.

2 for before 25, 1 for after--later the vote was re
taken, unanimous for after 25

Q.

Resolved that fire has done more harm than water.

D.

2 for fire, 1 for water

Q.

Resolved that money has exerted more influence on a
man than woman has.

D.

---?
•

Q.

Resolved that hard liquor has done more harm than war.

D.

Unanimous for liquor

Q.

Resolved that it is better to stand under a republic
instead of a monarchy.

D.

2 for republic, 1 for monarchy

Q.

Resolved that it is better to live in town or in the
country.

D.

(1st) 2 for town, 1 for country

11�
D.

(2nd) 2 for town, 3 for country

Q.

Resolved that nature is more pleasant to life than
art.

D.

Unanimous for nature

Q.

---?
•

D.

2 for man, 1 for woman

Q.

Resolved that it is more pleasant to live in America
than in Norway.

D.

---?
•

Q.

Resolved that it is better to establish a 4th of July
1n a country or not at all.

D.

---?

Q.

Who is better blood either the Norwegian or the trum
pet.

D.

4 for the Norwegian, 1 for the trumpet

Q.

Who needs higher school education, the farmer or the
merchant in town?

D.

Unanimous for the merchant

Q.

Resolved that it is better to give a girl a better
schooling instead of a boy.

D.

2 for the boy, 1 for the girl

Q.

Resolved that the Capitalist is more unreasonable
than the laborer.

D.

2 for the workers, 1 for the capitalists

Q.

Resolved that it is better to have a store in the
country or not at all.

D.

1 for store in country, 2 against

(ILLEGIBLE LINES)

•

(ILLEGIBLE)

(ILLEGIBLE)
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Q.

Resolved that the Press has been more useful than the
vote.

D.

Unanimous for press

Q�

Resolved that woman shall have equal rights with man.

D.

2 for man, 1 for woman

Q.

Resolved that the Capitalist is more indispensable
than the laborer.

D.

2 for laborer, 1 for Capitalist

Q.

Resolved that money is the root of more evil than
liquor (Brandy).

D.

Unanimous for hard liquor (Brandy)

Jan. 23, 1892
Q. Resolved that Brandy has done more harm than war.
D.

2 for war, 1 for Brandy

Jan. 30, 189(2)
Q. Resolved that wood is more indispensable than iron
and steel.
D.

2 for iron, 1 for wood

Feb. 6, 1892
Q. Resolved that woman's love for man is greater than
man's love for woman.
D.

2 for woman, 1 for man

Feb. 13, 1892
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2 for emigration, 1 for not

Feb. 20, 1892
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Q. Reso
can Party or a 3rd Party.
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D.

3rd Party

Feb. 24, 1892
Q. Resolved that it is better to be married or unmar
ried.
D.

Unanimous of being married

1892
-- • . 24,Reso
lved
Q

D.

that fire has caused more harm than water.

2 for fire, 1 for water

April 24, 1892
Q.
(A very important debate occurred, the highest court
was used to judge--NO TOPIC GIVEN.)
Jan. 7, 1893
Q. Which is better, a Monarch or a Republic?
D.

Unanimous for Royal Power
It was at this time that a newspaper was organized
which was to be titled The Viking. The paper is bi
monthly. The first editors were Leif Johnson and
Schoolmaster Vaastrand.

Jan. 2 2, 189 3
Q. Resolved that it is advantageous for the Norwegian
population of America to have English school and not
Norwegian school.
D.

Unanimous that it is best to learn Norwegian and
English simultaneously.

Feb. 4, 189 3
Q. What was more harmful to the body, fighting or dancing?
D.

Verdict was that dancing is better

Feb. 18, 1893
e
th
ve
ha
to
ry,
unt
co
e
th
to
l
fu
rm
ha
re
s
mo
wa
at
Wh
Q.
World's Fair or not? (Reference to Columbian Exposition at Chicago that year.)
D.

Verdict was in favor of the fair
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Feb. 2 5, 1893
Q. Resolved that it is advantageous for farmers in North
Dako�a to begin with mixed farming instead of wheat
growing.
D.

Slight majority for wheat growing

March 4, 1893
Q. What is the Republican Party's worth in relation to
the People's Party?
D.

Great majority voted for the People's (Populist)
Party

March 11, 1893
Is it right to obey unreasonable and harnLful laws?
Q.
D.

Majority voted not to obey harmful and unreasonable
laws

March 18, 1893
Q. What has more influence, music or speakers?
D.

Music

March 25, 1893
Is it advantageous for some people to emigrate from
Q.
the Red River Valley to either the West or Canada?
D.

Great majority were desirous of travel

April 1, 1893
Q. Who is more responsible in these bad financial times,
the Farmers or the Businessmen?
D.

Majority said farmers were responsible

April 30, 1893
Q. Resolved that it is necessary to help and grant a
contribution to Grand Forks College.
D.

Majority voted against helping the college in pres
ent situation (financial)

May 19, 1893
id
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D.

5 for and 21 against

May 21, 1893 •
Q. Which is more useful, to subscribe to newspapers or
not?

D.

8 votes against, 5 votes for

Dec. 1, 1893
Q. The lower class of the population is more responsi
ble for the bad times than the capitalists.

D.

Capitalists bore the guilt

Dec. 23, 1893
Q. Resolved that there is more waste of food and drink
than of clothes in America.

D.

2 for clothes, 1 for drink

Jan. 6, 1894
Q. Resolved that it is better not to have money than to
have it.
D.

Better to have money

Jan. 20, 1894
Q. Which is better, to have a jury or a judge?
D.

Jury

Feb. 3, 1894
Q. Nobody should take a married partner who had a different doctrine than the one he had himself.
D.

It was better to have unfettered love

Feb. 17, 1894
g
in
at
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ci
t
no
s
y'
ne
mo
r
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re
Q. What is mo
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around
the objects (circumstances) of issuance?

D.

Pullitics [Politics] was guilty

March 3, 1894
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Q. Which was mo
ing?
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D.

Dancing

March 17, 1894
Q. Capital punishment ought not to exist (lively discus
sion).
D.

No death penalty

March 25, 1894
Q. Would it be useful for America to begin shooting
societies (marksmanship) as they have in Norway?
D.

Unanimous for shooting societies

Feb. 2, 1895
Q. Which is best, either to follow leaders out into the
West or to emigrate without leaders?
D.

1 for leaders, 2 for no leadership

Feb. 9, 1895
Q. Would it be useful or not for North Dakota to change
the prohibition law to the (State) Liquor Store as
in Norway?
D.

2 for prohibition, 1 for State Liquor Store

Feb. 16, 1895
Q. Who maintains a saloonkeeper the most, a drinker or
a moderate drinker?
D.

2 for drinker, 1 for moderate drinker
•

March 2, 1895
Q. Resolved that it is more pleasant to seek a thing
than to have a thing.
D.

Unanimous for having a thing

Q.

Is it too trivial for the people and the state to
send a fallen drunkard into a springwater cure?

D.

2 for watercure, 1 against

11?

March 1895
Q. �h ich is best �o reac� the goal, to get Brandy drink
ing uprooted either with State Liquor Stores as in
Norway or prohibition?
D.

Unanimous for State Liquor Store

Q.

Which is best, for the farmer and the worker to work
for so much a month as the farmers get a barrel per
acre and for the day during harvest and in the har
vest, 3 barrels.

D.

1 for wheat, 2 for money

March 24, 1895
Is it necessary for youths to have meetings and
Q.
dances?
D.

Unanimous for meetings and dances

April 28, 1895
Q. Resolved that no one has voting rights before he can
read the American constitution in English.
D.

2 for, 1 against

May 5, 1895
Resolved that we Norwegian-Americans ought to help
Q.
Norway in case they go to war with Sweden.
D.

Unanimous for helping Norway

May 12, 1895
Q. Which is more interesting to celebrate, the 17th of
May or the 4th of July?
D.

2 for July 4th, 1 for 17th of May

May 19, 1895
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3 for love
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Dec. 7, 189 5
Q. Has mankind powers of resistance to both good an d
evil?
D.

Unanimous that mankind has powers of resistance

Feb. 6, 1897
Q. Will it be just for the United States to acknowledge
Cuba as a warring power?
D.

2 for helping Cuba, 1 against

March 6, 1897
Q. Resolved that it would be better to abolish the cur
rent penal institutions and instead send our pris
oners to reform school.
D.

Unanimous for refor11t school

March 13, 1897
(?) ( ILLEGIBLE)
Q.
D.

is better or the Prohibition law.

Prohibition was unanimous

March 28, 1897
Q. Who is of greater use to society, a man with capital
and common sense (education) or a highly learned
man?
D.

Unanimous for the man with capital and common sense

April 3, 1897
Q. Would it be just to limit the Pension Law?
D.

2 for Pension Law, 1 against

Jan. 24, 1898
Q. Can we do anything for
D.

•

ik or not?

Unanimous that we can help Miss/Mrs.

ik

Jan. 28, 1898
an
st
th
re
te
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r
te
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gr
of
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ti
ga
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na
at
th
Q. Resolved
the railroad.
D.

Unanimous for the railroad
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Jan. 5, 1902
Q. Women should be allowed a general voting right along
with men.
D.

2 for women, 1 against

Jan. 10, 1902
Q . Does England have the right to wage wa r against the
Boers in the Tra nsvaal?
D.

England was right
(First reported fines were given, a 4¢ fine for staring and a 3¢ fine for spitting.)

17, 1902 (January?)
Q. Was England right in conducting warfare against the
Boers?
D.

The Boers won

Jan • 2 4, 1902
Q. Resolved that city life is better for youths than
country life.
D.

Unanimous for country
(Fines were given)

Jan. 31, 1902
Q. Resolved that it is better to have graded schools
than to have schools as we now have them.
D.

2 for graded schools, 1 against
(Fines totaling 19¢ were given.)

Feb. 3, 1902
Q. Resolved that the death penalty ought to be abolished.
D.

2 for the death penalty, 1 against
(Fines totaling 8¢ were given.)

Feb. 20, 1902
Q . Resolved that women have better occasion to earn
money than men.
D.

2 for men, 1 for women
(Fines totaling 5¢ were given.)

March 6, 1903
Q. Who would rather get married, a man or a woman?
D.

Majority decided woman
(A member was fined.)

Feb. 27, 1902
Q. Resolved that it is better to marry one who is rich,
mean and nasty than one who is poor, fine and smiling.
D.

2 for the fair one, 1 for the rich one

Nov. 21, 1902
Q. Resolved that it is not seemly to hold exhibitions
or shows in the Church.
D.

1 for, 2 against

(Dec. ) 19, 1902
Q. Is it right to uphold the Monroe Doctrine?
D.

1 for, 2 against
(A 3¢ fine was given for stealing stove paper.)

Jan. 26, 1902
Q. One should elect on the basis of the man or the
party?
D.

2 for the man, 1 for the party
(A.

o.

Fladland sued the society for 10¢.)

Jan. 16, 1903
re
he
n
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or
Bj
s.
Q. Was B.
ceived at his birthday?
D.

3 against Bjornson, none for
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Jan. 30, 1903
Q. Was Norway capable of granting travel stipends and
was this activity of use to Norway's population?
D.

2 against, 1 for

(A 5¢ fine was given.)
Q.

Should women have voting rights or not?

D.

2 against Women's Suffrage, 1 for

Feb. 20, 1903
Q. Resolved that the church has done more for civiliza
tion's spread than commerce.
D.

1 for commerce, 2 for the Church
(A 1¢ fine given.)

Feb. 24, 1903
Q. Resolved that wealth has caused more crime than
poverty has.
D.

2 for wealth, 1 for poverty
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